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IIE NEW

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
FULTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, APRIL 23, MS

VOLUME SEVENTEEN

3 Graduates Of 1948
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Wekkley Farm Bureau
To Meet On April 30
R. L. McNatt, president of the
Weakley County Farm Bureau
brought the good tidings into tha
News office that the regular ouarterly meeting of the organization
would be held on Friday, April 30,
at 7:30 p. m. at the Sharon Mit

Flood Of Nominations
Placed in Baby Contest

Jennings H. Kearny, son. of Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Kearby. Route 1,
Fulton has recently been chosen
vice president of the Student
Young Democrat Club at the Uni,%eisity of Kentucky.
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tien night on May 20.
Mrs. W. L Durbin. county chairaf the Nashvill,e, Tennessee Ban- tometry whereby its practitioners this newspaper is conducting, and
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in readiness for the general solici- law college at the university.
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graduation time in Fulton.
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While actual solicitation has not
Take the case of Read Holland. yet begun, Mrs. Jones is inviting
and
study ers of the sweet little lads and
child so he can read
He is the 17-year-old son of Mr. and contribution_s to be sent in to her
"That Thy Way Be Known Up- way and Algeria, respectively. All successfully. In practically 85 per lassies in this whole territory.
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2.9428 for the entire four-year
This year s coUnty quota is $1000. phis District of Woman's Society study at Scarritt College in Nash- newer developments concentrate that have literally poured into our
high school course. The perfect
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ed four monograms. indicative of
News today.
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unusual pres"Don't forget that my, country is
high grades,—all A's and two B's Fulton VFW softball league, and their impressive and
Rememiss. this is a campaign in
I entations.
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for his four year ti rm. He is a practically all of them have comThe annual Lions' Club ban- which the parents. kinsfolks and
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member of the exclusive Honor Sobasketschool
high
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P ete their rosteis and are now !appearance. here of DorOthy Mc- do.'' She certanily substantiatei ball squads was given Tuesday ev- admirers of the babies, will be givc:ety of enviable scholastic stu- starting
practice workouts in prep-. ; Connell
en the opportunity to show, by their
distinguished editor of that tact with her Paris crGation
nts. Ile - received the Fulton High oration for the ripening of the soft- ,..
international of a 'new look suit. The other two ening at the cafeteria of arr In- votes and support, which bf the
award as a freshman, the first time hall season here the second week', World . Outlook"
many little ones nominated shall
magazine of the WStS •of the Met- honored guests from abroad wore stitute.
the award has been given a fresh- in May.
MaYfield. be crowned with special honors
Roy Williama
Rev
hodist church. Miss McConnell is the rostumes of their native coun:ran in the history of the schwa. The teams are: Browder Milling •i.„.ently
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and come into possession of the
was the principal speaker
returned from extensive
In sports he has played four years Company, Methodist - church, Bap- travels abroad and brought com- try—new look or old they were evening.
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wear hers, she scorched it while
wars on the second team of the' pany. American Legisto. Veterans
There will be two ways of securwomen the world over. pressing it.
Fulton high school team with their
ba,skethall squad. His average is the of Foreign Wars. Illinois Central Christian
At the opening session on Tuesday
managers and co'ach Goranflo, and ing votes. One is by filling in the
frairth highest in the history of the. Service Club and Henry I Seigel
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school .
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voted her talk to the conditions of appeared on the program were: Dr.,squad with their managers ani for 25 votes, sending or bringing
only
has proved himself not
The league. first in Fulton since wernen in Germany and said, "If Leon Couch, executive sceretary ot coaches, MacBurrow and K. M. them to our office to be placed to
an all right student and athlete but the war, is expected to dray,* a lot we could only send them food . . . the Durham Methodist Society, Winston, the Lions Club invited the baby's credit in the list of
he has proved himself a leader as of local interest and offer some food. that vital necessity of living, Rev. W. S. Evans, superintendent Coach McCoy Tarry and his state votes cast each week. The other
writ. He is president of the Junior fast play apd hot competition.
perhaps our problems in that and of the Paris district, Mrs. M. E. Til- champion Brewers. Nine members way, and we might add the most
Conservaticin Club, president of the Games will all be played at rnght. many other countries would be re- ly. Atlanta, secretary of Social Re- of the Brewers squad, along with profitabla one, is by securing subof
secretary
Industrial Arts Club,
and will be double-headers. Thir- lieved a hundred-fold.' It was her lations and local church activities, their two managers and coach were scriptions to thjs newspaper.
jurisdiction WSCS, present.
the ''F" Club, and with it all has ty-six dates have been scheduled. firm belief that to give them the southeastern
Votes will be given on both new
found time to do church work, as making a total of 72 games in the strength'of body—was to give them Misses Ethel Decker, deaconess
and old subscribers. Very likely,
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and
secretary of the Paris District league season.
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most
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time to do a good'turn every day sonfliet with the home' game...4 the Childs( rdith Hassing and Akilla due: district guild secretary of the
pons, and their renewehr also, if you .s.
s because he has ... yes, he's an Eagle Fulton Railroders in the Kitty Zaiell, who represented India, Nor- Paris District.
get in touch with them. If they are
Scout.
not new a subscriber to the NEWS,
league, according to the IFFW.
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Fulton will present the
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Bard of 303 has the opening date been definite(Continued on page seven)
State College A Capella Choir in
West Street. Jacquelyn s average ly set
Sunday
music
a program of sasred
t:ailed closely behind Read's with
evening, April 25th, at eight o'clock.
21'369.
o The two soloists appearing with
f otn
puf
fegvreard uhaelalyt ijnn.or k
Like her clas.smate Read liolland
the choir will be Miss Elsie KeskiRoy Hines,
she has also been a busy ant! eager
game at Union City on May 5 of another good baseball season in nen, soprano, and Mr.
list's beaver for she, with Joe Davis
tenor.
drawing near, the Fulton "Railroad- Fulton.
Jr.. (more about him later) have
There will be in addition to the
ers'. are busy polishing up their
The YMBC has undertaken the
been secretary and president replay with daily workouts and ex- sale of booster tickets for the first choir, two organ soloists, Russell
spectively of their class for the enThe Purchase District meeting of hibition games.
from lasrraine, Ohio.
Mueller
game, and sales are heavy, it is retire four-year high school period ... the Kentucky Federation of HomeAn exhibition game has beea
The choir is made up cif 26 memanother "first time in the history makers will be held April 26 in scheduled for tontght at Martin. ported., The Railroaders, with a ber*
of .the music rdstpartment
in the
for -April *.you'd bdter change
of the kolloor .anzo students have Fulton it was announced today. The and another for Sunday at May- comfortable cash balance
bank, will not undertake a public Murray State College, and are un- your plans and make it the senktr
lead the class for that length of morning session will be held at the
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time. She is a
Carr auditorium where Miss Myrtle fierhe grandstand is going to et
less it becomes necessary later in Miss Charlyne Senford of Fulton veals that Tattletale,' a cotnedy
and the Glee ClUb, past president Weldon will present pictures of a coat of paint during the co
g
and a senior in the music depart- in three acts is one of the most
of the Junior Music Club. She par- her trip to Holland last September. week, season tickets for box seats I the season, according to club ofment is a member of this group.
delightful plays you've ever seen.
ficials.
ticipated in the High School oper- In the afternoon, Mrs. Luella Canare on sale at Evans Drug store, and'
The public is cordially invited to
Can't tell much about the , plot,
etta in her sophrriore year and has terbury, Chicago psychologist will
be
will
There
concert.
this
attend
play.
but here are the list of characters.
senior
the
in
part
a meaty
lecture to the group in the MethodIC Service Club To
no admission charge but a free will The play is being directed by Miss
**Tattletale." She is the holder of ist church. Several state leaders Hearing Scheduled For
offering will be taken to defray the Mary Royster, and Read Holland 19.
four monograms, baying received are on the program.
Tonight
Supper
Hold
Held
For
Assault
Negro
of the group.
expenses
student director and Billy Campno mark lower than "13." and is a
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particularly Farm Bureau mem- South Fulton city hall tor Herschel YMBC club room on Lake
'Taub members and all I.C. employIn last week's advertisement for Auditorium at 8:00 o'clock.
Now Joe Davis, while runner-up bers.
Hutcherson, 40-year-old Negro who
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The cast:
in Fulton, it
this year, can be comforted by the
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ed.
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with the exception of seven. Get it to study engineering and Jacquelyn
in
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Mr..Blaine, her father, Terry McMembers of the Boy Scout Troop ed by the City Drug Store in Ful. . with the exception of seven medical technology. Can't get the
ducah Tuesday and was returned at Riceville will be guests of honor ton; Owl Drug is a local ageney for Mahon.
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His outstanding work in high school youth.
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Paul Cummings, a young editor,
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Bob McKinnon.
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Miss Wiggam, a teacher, Margaret
four monograms and is a member embrodiered veil that she will wear anything of that." they both an- misgivings about leaving her coun- ed
a per- Green.
on her wedding day on Saturday at swered almost in unison. "It was try in her kindly heart, her smil- for the "woman he loved,"
of the Honor Society.
Sherwood,
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eyes
detective,
ing
,will
afterwards,"
it
long
really
He is the son of Mr .and Mrs. Joe the Methodist church. And
"Is America all that you expect- doesn't thibk so much about." She Charles Thompson.
be a mighty pretty picture on that fered when queried as to when they
Simpson
Wallis
Louella, high school friend, Paday when Miss Marjorie Sherwood, really knew that someday they 'ed," a News reporter asked. "I did- was opposed to
tricia Willey.
n't come expecting a lot of things," ruling England as its Queen.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George would be man and wife.
vsill
couple
the
wedding
the
everything
After
•
Monica, high school friends, Mar"amtf.therefore
Miss Sherwood, a bright, cheer- she said.
Sherwood of Middlesboro, England
bridal trip and ilee Beadles.
becomes the bride of Raymond ful and stately blonde, speaks with that I see or hear is neither disap- take a Southern
Rolla, Mo., where he
Barney, football hero, Billy Mae.
Bowles, son of Mr. and Mrs. O. R. all of the charm of the well-bred pointment, nor failure," she an- may live in
hopes to re-enter the Rolla School Bone.
Englishwoman. She thinks that ,swered.
Bowles of Fulton.
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When
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Mr. Whittaker, president of the
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said. She preferred to re- jorie Sherwood, the United States Woman's Club. Mary Tosh.
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COMMITTEES READY
FOR SOLICITATION

WCSC HOLDS YEAR'S. FINEST MEET IN FULTON. tv!,:i tiled vzi-keti
MANY DISTINGUISHED VISITORS Oti PROGRAM

EIGHT TEAMS ENTER
VFW SOFTBALL LEAGUE rnndreienetnetreysetianrgs arrinerintsgsprhoegirdamberoef I

LION'S BANQUET HELD
'FOR BASKETBALL BOYS

PLAY BALL IS IN THE AIR. RAILROADERS BUSY
GETTING READY
POLISHING UP PLAY AND FANS
t tnsteuriequta, ,
FARM LADIES TO HOLD ter;veze-ms.4,',psredaestoiene npteonini;
MEETING ON APRIL 29

TO PRESENT NOIR

TATTLETALE ... NO
JUST NAME OF
SENIOR PLAY

Two Hearts, Two Continents—To Unite Here

I

Little
Phoebe

F
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casion the other day to call on a . recently developed grass was a heat wave down our way. I sowed
photographer in the State Depart- wonderful cover crOp and made some of it on heavy bluegrass so..I
ment of Health offices in Memphis. excellent pasture.I saw fescue grpw to satisfy County Agent H. IR. JacIEson. The result should be krimiin
-theliospitals I sa wgrouped, a- where hardly any tither- se).‘cl,
round the University of Tennessee survive. But I was skeptical about this fall.
grasses,
Medical College was as impressive its nutritive value, and I told my ! 1 don't condemn new
as the Columbia-Presbyterian Medi- neighbors so. Now tests by a big .legurnts, grains.,I just wait until
cM 'Center in New York. One imstation
tests
experiment
are
conpacking concern show that
mense hospital building was nearie meat
s rather low as cattle firmed by practical big-field demcomPletion. and the steel skeleton 31 fescuei
onstr•ations.
newest
the
is
feed. Ladina clover
of a new University Dental College
building was ready for the brick
masons. Tennessee ahead of Kentucky? Yes, consiclerabljr. For thirty years or longer Tennessee's public health institutionS have received
more official -support than Kentuck'ys. And that goes for municipal
and privately- controlled institutions, also. Kentucky, stirred by the
Committee for Kentucky's revelations, is determined to /fave a pub, lic health program as good as our,
426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93
.-I-Eneans will justify. An-uphill job,
bu wte are on our way.

THE TAX CUT AND YON INCOME
The new Income tax 'enaction. enacted by the Republican Congress with h•lp frorn Democrats In 'amid&
sting Pres.d•nt TrJmon's ve1o, will take nearly 7', miliion low income earners oR the tax rolls entirely. The tax
chart below shows how much spendable Income thv average family of four will have after paying races In 94i
—and how this compares with their spondabl• incomes In 1947. /or instance, a mon receiving S.1,300 Income
this year will pay less than one percent for taxes; last voar his tax was almost four p.cent el MS 41.011•11416
100% TAX REDUCTION

7`,,, MILLION TAXPAYERS
SPENDABLE INCOME

ADDITIONAL TAXIS IN INEY

1946 TAXES

4Witk
PERCENT Of INCOME

• NET
INCOME

410

PERCENT TAX
REDUCTION

60

2,500

S2.5

3.000

47.6

4,000

30.1

5,000

26.7

7.000

25.3

$ 10,000

26.9

3.0,000

34.0

50.000

31/

3100.000

26.7

3500,000

11.4

$ 1 Million

4.3

ONE

For Fine Liquors

• •

•

for
ManV farmers fall readily
new things that promise big profits, especially if said new things
are touted by the DE partment of
-Agriculture. Three or four years
weleard icazu was a wonder crop.
A few Kentucky farmers may have
sown some kudzu seed, but the promotion campaign petered out. Then
along came 31fes cue. This rather

• Rol Ilmom• is amount um alto, dedmiime.IM dew est babas penerll and fkgparlissay emomplIme

HOMEMAKER'S CLUB SPEAKERS

I
, I For cash to fix
I1 Your car up slick I
Kentucky On The Nlarch I Bill Dollar's help
I Is here and quick I
EWING GALLOM AY

•
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coNoucreoZ.
EASLEY Er7

DR.Quiz

HARDY

IFI4i5 TYPE OF LEG -APT
IS aNOwN
A. BUALESOUE
B. CNEESE.-CAuE
PATTER-CAKE

-•

...e.•••••••••••••easaisenso.••••ensels•••
A voteran geologist, more than
forty years in the employ of large
corporations. was talking, and I was
his audience. _
"Kentucky's untouched mineral
wealth is fabulous,- he said. "Excepting coal, oiloand fluorspar. youi•
minerals •are "a buried treasure— k,
buried within easy reach of man—
and you are doing next to nothing
Lbout it. JuFt over the Kentuck.:
border. in TEnnessee _rich depositof iron, zinc, copper, phosphate an, 1
ar.-'
manganese are' being Mined
processed. Kentucky has as many
your car needs °Mershon ...
minerals_ if not more, than Terme:
see..1
If you wont to trade it In en a
The geologist • went into particuz ,
later model ... simply phone or
lars. Told me where many mineral
WELDON
MYRTLE'
MISS
come in and tell us how mitdi
CANTERBURY
LUEL1A
deposists are located. But that part
concash you need.
Speakers at the annual district the Kentucky Federation of Home- of the interview must remain
there UP TO 20 MONTHS TO REPAY
fidential. If I • repeated it
meetings of the Kentucky Federa- makers Clubs will also speak.
lease
mineral
of
lot
a
be
Might
Dates and places of meetings are:
tion of Homemakers Clubs, to be
grabbin—gold rush stuff.
held at 12 points in the state from April 19, Loyall; Apri1.20, PrestonsAt first I suspected the eld4rly
April 19 to May 1, will include Mrs.- burg; April 21, Morehead; April 22,
scientist° f stringing rr.e for the fun
Luella Canterbury. Chicago psy- Summitt Hills Country Club, Ken- of it. Or maybe he was sincere but
chologist, and Miss Myrtle Weldon, ton county; April 23, Wilmore; April slightly on the goofy side. But latLexington. state leader of home 24, Louisville; April 26, Danville; er it occurred to me that perhaps
demonstration work, College of Ag- April 27, Campbellsville; April 28, he was telling the truth. I remembered that if there had ever been
riculture and Home Economics, Un- Hopkinsville: April 29. Fulton; April much geological exploring outsidc
1.
May
Hardinsand
Princeton,
30,
iversity of Kentucky. Mrs. W. K.
oil I had never heard of it.
Morris, Hopkinsville, president of burg.
Speakingo f Tennessee, I had oc-
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There's no doubt about it; Cheese-Cake. Charlie McCarthy and
28 Dominoes answer the quiz . . . and the QUICK SERVICE.
LAUNDERALL can meet your laundry needs with oui
Launderall machines.

gam/Auk

QUICK SERVICE
LAUNDERALL

LOAN CORPORATION

156 WEST STATE UNE•FULTON,KY.

Your Car Needs a "Spring Cleaning"
Springl,ine is here . ... and su is the time to give
your auto a good, thorough spring CHECKUP!
Eliminate those "bugs" that showed up this past
winter . . . . get all set for tip-top performance
this summer on your outings!
We here at HUDDLESTON MOTOR COM-.
PANY have the equipment and the experience to
service ALL .MAKES of cars and trucks.
DRIVE IN ANYTIME, or call "42" and we
will pickup your car at your home or office.

:4
Love is grand ... but your

We've al

and fact

PARTY LINE NEIGHBORS

speak.s fi

may be waiting!

local ine

products

new look

in the ni!

keep eon"; brief
Tros assures better service for you
.. and your party line neighbors.

working

-

Grease It!

Spring is the time to change
to heavier weight greases
and to give all parts a good
grease job. It pays.

Check It!

Paint It!

Broken glass?' New lights?
A new part or two? Tighten
•oose parts? Our mechanics
can do it all for you Nov::

DON'T let scratches o r
banged-up parts get rusty
. . . let us straighten 'ern
and paint .em. We'll repaint the whole car if you
wish!

gire others a ehanee

AM

A "Time Out" between calls gives
others a chance to use the line.

Authorized

When another party on the line has
an emergency, please release the
line quickly—and pleasantly.

.Pacl spE.rk plugs waste gas;
replace 'cm. Tune up your
motor for top performance
in the good months ahead.
We have the finest tune-up
equipment on the market.

4

Sales and Service

comm

a hone

citizen

HUDDLESTON MOTOR CO.

hung up gently
When the line is busy, it's always
courteous to "Hang Up Gently."
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
incorporated

all the w

We Service All Makes Of Cars & Trucks

release line in entergeneies

44It

Tune-Up!

PHONE 42

"Your Ford Dealer"

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

ILLIN
CE

•

•
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Notes of Hope Come As Result Of Extensive Cancer Research

sses,
until
coniem-

Rtiundhouse
Round-Up PATRICIA LATANE

3

BOTTLE GAS
SYSTEMS

mot

1

you will be proud of but before
A new upstart . . or an old comthen there must be some changes petitor rejuvenated
. . . and how
made. I would suggest your gettiag the lire of trade
does flow!
your husband, to join the A. A., or
else talk with him abojit his drinkIn avery day s delivery of mail,
With the 1948 Cancer Fund Drive
ing. This would help you more than there are more
"opportuniti
scheduled now on, the News is doctors today, carcinoma denotes
a
anything. There is an elder man to , save money .. . than checks es" to
printing • herewith an '
. article re- particular group of aancers (of the
whom you should talk to. The way posit in the bank account.' to degarding the "notes of hope" that pancreas, liver, thyroid, breast,
HEARTS and FLOWERS
I see, it, this man brings bottles in
may come as a result of the ex- ovary, prostate, etc.), while
By
the
your home which reminds your hushaustive research being done to find word sarcoma is used to descibe anHand to take a drirk. Other WiS2,
KENTUCKY
the aauses of the disease. After other general group (bone, muscle,
maybe he wouldn't touch it. But,
HATCHERY
you read the article below, pass it etc.). T.he layman uses the Latin
••FULL OF Lini • fram
seeing it reminds him to take one. ea ivied
ow Melt bleo.•eau
along to some friend or relative. It word, cancer, for all types of
I think it is a relative, but lives liwnortemt ander"U UntNen• •
ma;
is a "must" for every man, wom- lignant growths,
By Alice Clark
4-1 4. I.+ 3.4.4.
Om Blood Aaated Sex.
with you, if not he only lives a ▪
stara
cittats. A.
Latane,
an and child in Arnerica.—the ed.
broods.
irs,
CHICKS
! I have lost a purse and would door away. There will be a death ...tn.
When cancer is transplanted exPriesel IVA
Marts fight against cancer aches
from Him BLUE GRASS
of
a
relative
which
he.
ceaoi.
will leave you a
I like to know if you think I will get
of OLD KENTUCKY
with paradoxes. Caught early, can- perimentally into a laboratory ani-W
Mr.
home,
Alois,
but
I
done
inspector
think
out
of
you
would
Chica
it back?
IIFJITUCKY HATCHERY,311V ala R. LLONIMI.
cer is generally the moSt ctarable of mal, it is usually placed just under go, Illinois
is in Fulton working this
C. M. like to live in this comrnunity where
all major causes of death--but re- the epidermis where it grows in an week.
the home will be located. I sug- • ,• * •
area
of
flexible
tissue.
The
animal
latively few early cancers get any
gest you getting out and meeting
Mr, Raymond Pewitt, stationary My dear
M.
treatment. Not only are some types consequently seems to feel no pain.
It looks as if you will have quite more of your husbands friends, the
among the most difficult of all ills Nor does cancer in its early stages engineer, is on a two week vacaImmediate Delivery
a difficult time getting it back. people he works with, and let them
to diagnose early, but sufferers who cause pain in human beings; the tion.
know
how
bad
it
is
for
him
to
take
However,
nearby
tissue
it
is
"gives,"
laying
Albert Glasco, laborer is taking
up to a
on top of a
suspeat that they have cancer often
dresser within 20 miles of you. Go a drink. They may never offer him
conceal the symptoms. Here enters point. This is one thing that makes a two week vacation.
one. If you will do this you will
a second paradox: folklore and diagnosis so difficult in early interMrs. G. A. Thomas and daughter, on do what you started to and you see it will help a lot.
He might ernpress often cast a lurid light on can- nal cancers. When a cancer becomes Betty, have vturned from Louis- will get your purse back, but minus
barass you once or twice but that
cer so that many laymen are hy - relatively large, exerts pressure on ville, Ky., saprea they have been its contents.
will be all. If he can't go with you
Sterical, about it—and doctor§ have surrounding areas, and stretches visiting Mrs. ThOmas parents.
TAPPEN RANGES
go by yourself you will feel at home
shia•ii off from explaining cancer nearby nerves taut—then occurs inMiss Latane;
Machinist
C.
B.
BRYANT WATER HEATERS
and
Jones,
will enjoy yourself.
Jr.,
is
candidly because. even they have tense and constant anguish. So great back to work
have
I
four
children
and
my
husThis may be the solution to all
SERVEL GAS
understorrti totralittleaafilaout rt.. In- caaelhe aatiA betoiiic as to exhaust week vacation.after being on a two band ran off and left us. Now after
deed, many reputable physicians the sufferer and drain his will to
5 years he has returned and wants your probleans, in both health and
REFRIGERATORS
aa•
John
Hicks,
coal
home.
Sell
chute
your
laborer,
live.
Cancer
car,
this
kills
will
in
help
nther
ways,
Kaye had so little training. in caneome back as though nothing
Call or Write to
a lot. Try what I say and let me
cer diagnosis that they ignore sym- too. A cancer lying close to the op- is back to work after a two week happened. What would you do?
hear from you from time to time. I
AIRLENE GAS CO.
ptoms while the. optimuni treatment ening of such a vital'organ as the vajation.
J.A.M.
think I can help.
• .• • •
J. W. Wooten, coal rhute laborer,'
period expires. Concerning the ul- nanareaa can block its opening. de•
•
of Fulton
timate faat, cancer's fundamental prive the stomach of the digestiva is back to work after a week va- My Dear J.A.M.
Phone 960
Fulton, Kv
nature, the scientist has only partial pancreatic juices, and thus starve cation.
It
pays
to advertise in the NEWS!
I can see that your children ate
knowledge. To the questian, what the individual to death. In the livMr• arid Mrs. J. B. Lee where the , all- young. I think your ahildria
ie eancur. the answer is paradox er it can outcompete normal cells guest of- Mr. and Mrs. Robert How- i are all young. I think your troubli
again: cancer Is one of the most ex- for the nutriment brought by the ell Sunday.
!came around about a mother-in-laa
cruciating of fleshly affictions—but blood stream and thus destroy them.
I see right the understandina
Mrs. Wilmer Wallace and chilit Is human flesh itself. Cancer, so the liver. and the life. In the throat i dien have returned from St.
Louis between you anti. your husband was !
often equated with death, is life. It I it cans stoo the aperture and ef- ! where they have been visiting
that
he would return when she left!
re-.
is a mystery that may lead down be- I fect starvation. In the larynx it can latives.
' I see your mother is not living with
neath all visible life forms to the I spread untIL it strangulates. It can I
you
now
and he has returned. So
Varley
Scott has transferred from
very origins of protoplasm itself.
I press on the spinal cord until it car department to locomotive dept. I suggest you go back together ar
When the mystery is solved it produces paralysis and then death.
S. L. Carver has tranaferred from he is still in love with you and you
will probably be in the laborato'ries It can proliferate in a lung until
are him. and the children -are small
of those scientists who work on the' breathing capacity has vanished It the locomotive to the car dept.
Mrs. W. R. McKenzie and chil- and need you both. If I see right he
borderlines of chemistry, physics ! can destroy the bone marrow, catisdren Patricia Gayle and Buddy has suppqrted you and the chitand biology. From then) a few pin 1 ing anemra and death. From any- spent
the week end in Jackaon, ren t ese ive sears.
points, 'of light now penetrate a where. a neglected caneer can spread
darkness that thas depressed men to a vital organ where it can ef- Tenn., visiting relatives.
Fresh Spring Beauty
ever since the Egyptians studied feet one of these painful deaths.! W. R. McKenzie has been on his 1VIiss Latane:
Please crlasider the following
cancer about three thousand years!There is nlenty of reason why few va • tion Exterior Walls...
James Weatherspoon has been questions. Will I ever gain anything
ago. The disease was presumably! human afflictions are so dreaded
in the literary field? Will I be able
on
vaaation.
his
by
humanity.
named by Hippocrates. who may '
For lasting beauty end enduring proteo.
Mr. and Mrs. J.. P. Adams and to straighten out my health probhave noted in a breast nodule some
tion, you'll appreciate the carefully bal.
children Jimmy and Julia Ann of lem? Will I ever have a home and
slender strands radiating outward
'need formula. Comes in a modern array
Let brotherly love continue.—He. Paducah spent Sunday with Mr. and the things in life I. so much dalike a crab's legs. And crab (Greek
of colors designed to bring new charm
sire or is the door closed .to me?
Mrs. Doc Adanal.
carcinoma) he named the mass. To , bresys 13:1.
and freshness to your home Easy to
Mrs. W. E. Ezzella,Mrs. T. K. WilR.E.
apply . . its fine quality gives years of
•
a a
I hams and Mrs. Horace 0a.tin of
added protection.,
Paducah were Saturday guests of aaly dear R. E.
Ben Evans.
Yes, keep on trying you will gain
Traveling engineer, J. H. Wilson I in the literary field. I suggest your
of Jackson. Tenn., and T. O. Nelms writing stories of every day life
of Memphis were in Fulton Wed- in short stories. Yes you will be
nesday.
able to straighten out your health
The I. C. Service Club will give problem. I see you are ashamed of
dinner in the Y.M.B.C. room Fri- your present home but it will not
day night at 6:30 p. m. in honor of be any better for a long time. You
210 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 909
the boy scouts sponsored by them will. some day have a home that
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ACME QUALITY

HOUSE PAINT
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FULTON PAINT & GLASS
CO.
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We've all heard it. A friefttil sound,speaking of far-away farms
and factories, of fricnds and rclatives in distant places. It also
sneaks for a train crew working through the night, hurrying
Products frona farms and mines and factories, bringing your
local merchants fresh beefind baby shoes, fashions IA ithAte
ncw look,fresh fruits and seafoods. Whenever you hear a whistle
in the night along the Illinois Central, it's a signal that men are
working around the clock along 6,500 miles of railroad t,o make
all the world your neighbor.

as;

ICC

id.
up
t.

WE STRIVE TO
EARN OUR
CITIZENSHIP
Like you and your neighbors, the Illinois Central
works for a living in your
community. In return for that privilege, we pay taxes, lend
a hand in community effort and accept the responsibility of
citizenship. We intend to continue to earn the right to your
friendship and patronage.

I LLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

W.A.Jon NSTON
President

.— 'I'D
T
-;)

CPNE OF THEM WILL DIE OF
O
,„.
"ME, DT: OF CANCER?"
Yes, it's perfectly possible.
Actual figures show that
cancer deaths are increasing
steadily and that cancer
strike in almost one of two
families.
And never forge,... it can
pettedly well be yours.
So don't you think you ought to do something about at while there's still time?
THREE SIDES TO THE PROBLEM
If cancer is to be checked...and it can bet...
the problem must be attacked from three
sides:
RESEARCH must continue all over
the country, under the direction af
our leading scientists, to find a cure.
This needs money...usilliores et
dollars.

i

SERVICE must be maintained and
increased. Wherever you are, your commu-

ElintFr
aS
nity must have facilities to provide information • on the prevention, diabnosis and
treatment uf cancer.
EDUCATiON must g6forward. People must
lc trn that de'‘iy is responsible for up to 35%
of can:.c:
- deaths. Tlitty must know cancer's
danger signals and that, if recognized in
time, many cancers can be cured.

from you. The need is desperVe, the time is
now! Will yau help check this d. :f ul
age? Thi-re hope if
will give...Send
your contribution tad,:
•

Cancer, the scourge that grows

HOWEVER LITTLE YOU HELP,
YOU MUST HELP!
Every three minutes someone dies of cancer.
Every day that passes the chances increase
that one of your loved ones may be stricken.
You cannot, you must not, you dare not turn
your back. There is no greater help you can
give than to aid in the fight against this
frightful scourge. Ramember...someone in
your family may be doomed to die of cancer.
The help you give today may save a life!
YEAR BY YEAR MORE PEOPLE DIE
OF CANCER,
Millions of dollars are needed to check this
dreadful scourge .. and the money Milli COM.

H EiR 7essal.e
g Tata BY6,Thec o.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
•

1947

1 89 413° -

1946

182,005

1945

1 77 0 6 4

1944 1 71,1 71
166 84 ' .:
41•10.8.4
DON'T WWI CONTRINUTI10111Alli
,MRS.W. L. DURBIN,

County Chmn.
American Cancer Society Inc.
Water Valley, Ky.
ffen's coarram000 to earl the cane of cancer control. •
•
•
•
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1,000
Our "RADIO-WAVE" Per
Hickman
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Nugent eand
t.
Peggy Marie Fuller
stree
2,
th
Four
Rout
1,000
on
r
ande
1,000
Alex
Mrs. Lon
.$10.00
Alice Goalder
Wiiliatn Odell Henson
1,000 Crutrhfield, Ky.
Abe Thompson and children visl
512.50 Wave for
Tommy Johnton
Fulton Route l'wo
1,000
ded both the ited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
$12.50
atten
d
crow
1,000
art
Stew
large
A
er
Marie
Conn
Anna
Jimmie Joe
S15.00 Wave -for
1,000 Saturday evening and Sunday af- Thompson Sunday afternoon:1,000 Lucy Lattus ...,.
$15.00
Jo Ann Ritter
Line
1,000
State
the
for
at
e
ces
1,000 Mike White
ternoon servi
$20.00 Wav
Rosalee Wilson
of
las
Doug
1,000
Mrs.
and
47'
Bro.
Rt.
on.
Missi
Betty Bacon,
Fulton Route Three
1,000 Milan, Tenn., were visitors. Guest , Mrs. Tom Jones of Montgoni, • •-•
1000 Jimmie Powers
SH wave
Rebecca Lynn Bushart
1,000 singers were the Bond sisters, dau- Ala.. is the guest of het sister, -.:
about the new E CTRONIC FLA
n
1,000
Ac
Tipto
Paul
,
Bond
Jerry French
Beri.:
Ild
Mrs
y
on
ghters of Mr. and
W. T. Browning and famil
Timette Dedmon
Fulton Route Four
0N of Fulton.
'
t.
1,000 Jonnie Morrison. ...... • ••• • 1:13
y dings stree
Sandra Kay Fulcher
dnit
1,00'1
romm
this
of
s
home
al
e
Sever
1,000 Cecil
. e Whit
Toney Alan Taylor
•
this week.
ed
y
spray
Valle
r
being
Mrs. G. G. Bard an,1
are
Wate
1000
and
Mr.
Johnny .Bob Watts
'
1000
1,000
Hamby have returned from
Danna Beth Olive
.
Marietta Davis
1,000
1,000 Randy Carr
!ville. where they attended the iu
PALESTINE
James Earl Collins
1,003
e
Steel
1,000
:.e:al of Mrs. Bard's brothcr and VI
•
on
Phone 1235
Shar
er
nt
Walk
Nuge
rd
e
Edwa
Lesli
n
Mrs.
Glen
1,000
301 Norman Street
family Ilamby's father. R. W. Hartiby.
Suzanne Johnson
and
ll
Boswe
E.
C..
Fulton Route Five
Bro.
1,000
Owen
ette
Mrs.
Claud
and
i,000
Wiggins
1,000 were dinner guests of Mr.
/Jimmy Keith 13arber
Mrs. Jim Hutchenson and '
Operators-Ora Pearl Brazzell, Martha
1,000 Sandra McAllister
Sunday and had
der
Brow
Ethel
1,000
,
Barry Qualls
Mond
spent
, Morton Williams
1,000 Jerry Bradley
supper with 3,1r. and Mrs. Cole- IMemphis shopping,
.0
Linda Fay Taylor
Dianne Bennett
man. Evans and family.
1,000
Danny Jones
s
rrie
McMo
ne
Euge
d
,Winfre
1,010
Garry Lynn Jones
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Great Baby Campaign'

nes day evening, May 5th.
h year subscription turned in between now and Weci
on
eac
us
bon
a
as
n
give
be
will
s
vote
of
The above amount
subscriptions alike.
ssh own below and will apply on renewals and new
of
vote
dule
sche
lar
regu
the
to
tion
addi
in
This is

Vote Subscriptions Limited To Two Years In Advance

Schedule Of Votes Given On Subscriptions
Renewal
New
Price
1 Year-42.00 3,000 Votes 2,000 Votes
Years-$4.00 8,000 Votes 6,000 Votes

11111111111na

One Year
No Votes Given On Subscriptions For Less Than

Great Voting Campaign for Babies
COUPON BALLOT
Good for 25 Votes

Great Voting Campaign for Babies
NOMINATING BALLOT
Good for 1,000 Votes
I hereby
Nominate

For
(Write baby's mune above)

(Write baby's name above)

est
'

Parent's Name

Parent's Name
Address
Address
City

Send All Communications To
State

will be credited to
NOTE: Only one nomination
tion to them after
atten
no
pay
so
.any. one baby,
Mark the names
d.
nate
nomi
the baby has been
the county give
in
if
and addresses plainly and
number.
post office and rural route

8
Not Good After May 1st, 194

BABY CAMPAIGN DEPARTMENT
The Fulton County News
FULTON, KENTUCKY

NOTE: Coupon Ballots should be neatly trimmed
along border line and when more than one is being cast at a time, must be securely tied or pinned together. When these instru,rtions are followed, it will nnly. be necessary to mark the first
or top ballot with the baby's name, etc.

Not Good'After May 1st, 1948

1

has reAyes :n

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY

Friday, April 2:3, 1948
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Virp4,1 Carrington Jones and just
pitistished by the - University of
North Carolina Press.
In setting the scene for one of
the more spectacular shootings, the
I book mentions activities in the reHitherto unpublished facts abqut mote counties extending from Big
the Kentucky State Government's Sandy to the Tennessee line, includ•
role.in the Hatfield-MeCoy feud ara ing Montgomery, Bath, Rowan,
included in a newly published •hisPowell, Menifee, Elliott, Lawrerv:e,
tory of that bloody battle.
Martin,
Wolfe, Morgan, Johnson
was
militia
State
the
At one point
Lee, Breathitt, Magoffin, Floyd,
rdered to prepare for a battle Clay Letcher, Knox, Bell, Harlan,
with troops from neighboring West . and Pike. Quoting a remark about
Virginia as each took the We of its the impenetrable fastness of these
resident feudists, Gdvernor E. WO- areas which vvas printed in the
lis (Windy) Wilson of West Vir- Louisuille Courier-Journal of that
gipia actually had ordered his forc- day the book says:
es to Logan court/ on the border, '"Excepting for the - first few
where two Hatfields had been slain counties," commented the newsand nine taken prisoners by an in- paper, "this district wouldn't know
vading group of McCoys.
a stearn engine if it met one in the
Later he rescinded his order and road. The telegraph lines have not
proeeedings
corpus
habeas
filed
intruded and the people are conseeking to free the jailed Hatfields. tent with their families ind their
The action was handed up from rme' farms and an occasional 'Couriercourt to anNrther until finally it Journal to voice th edoings of the
reachbd the United States Supreme great world that stretches away-behorizon.'
Court where ,on May 1.4, 1888;a de- yond their peaceful
-ision was handed down. The Court
"Hippocrates would be surprised
rtiled that there was no legal way
of compelling the restoration of to learn that there have been more
of tax evasion
narties wrcmgfully abducted from doctors ,convicted
except proone state by the pant4es ofan other. than any other group
Fortune.
gamblers."—
fessional
apfightthe
of
, A full account
Business is good . . . as long as
pears in a book called "The Hatfields and T! c McCoys," written by you push it.

I NEW BOOK TELLS OF
HATFIELDS, MCCOYS

Webster is in Breckenridge. not
Cl:litou county seat.
By JOE CREASON
Webster County; Hardin -is in Ma:Cumberof
town
Nut only is the
Not too long ago there was un
shall, not Hardin County; Todd is
upper lelt-hand corner piece in the haul not the seat of Cumberland in Pulaski not Todd County; Graysame
the
in
even
not
is
it
County
Mortensen,
Miss
papers about a
Son.is in Cartcr, not Grayson CounHarlan. Liberty is ty; Franklin is in Simpson, not
WhO teaches georaraphy in. North county. It is in
but
Dakota. Seems that a lot of North the seat of Casey,. the county,
Franklin County; Simpson• is in
Hu" Breathitt, not Simpson County, MarDakoto cities arcn't in the counties Casey, the town is in Butler,
Penin
is
town
the
Butler,
county.
of the same name and it has. her
ion is the seat of not Marion but
dleton, the county, while Pendle- Crittenden County, while you_ have
...onftiseci. all ,
County, to go all .the way to Grant County
Henry
in
is
two
the
ton,
MorWell, it s a good thing Miss
the town, is in Nicholas
tensen doesn't teach in Kentucky. Hentyville, seat of which is Car- to find the town of Crittenden.
the
Corbin doesn't have the distineIf she did she'd probably now be County
Carlisle County's seat is
receivfng literature from all the" lisle. But Bedford is the seat of tion of being one of Kentucky's 120
Bardwell.
better known paddedcell resorts.
county seats, but it does have the
Trimple County, but the town of singular distinction of being partImagine if you can, her confus- Trimble is in Pulaski County.
ially in three counties—Whitley,
ion if she tried to explain that while
Now try figuring out how the Knox and Laurel. The Community
Henderson is the scat of- Hendergeographical displace• of West Louisville is a long-distance.
son County, Harlan of Harlan Coun- following
ty, and Greenup of Greenup Coun- ments happened: Bath, the town, is phone call from the City of LOUi3ty, Letcher is not the seat of Let- in Knott. not Bath CoUnty; Wolfe is ville, being some 100 miles down
cher County nor -4s Carter of Carter in Carter, not Wolfe County; Boone the river in Daviess County. Union
This may not be the best technique
County nor Pulaski of Pulaski is in Rockcastle not Boone Co.unty. is in Boone, not Unitan County, while
in getting a man, but Cathy
County. Fulton is located in Fulton Owsley lies in Pike, not Owsley South Union, just as the name imnot
Breathitt,
miles
300
in
plies, is south—a good
O'Donnell believes that all's fair
County, but Hickman is the count/ County• Jackson is
Penin
County.
is
Logan
Morgan
of
west
and
County;
south
seat. Clinton. in. turn is the Hick- Jackson
in love and leap year. Perhaps lier.
and not in Morgan County. Hickman ,is in Fultoo County, but
.11. 1and Albany
v
e•an
determination is the result of
East lii.ckman is. 250 miles' away
losing her feller in IIKO Radio's
in Fayette County. Middletown is
"Your Red Wagon," in which she
Jefferson County, while North
I in
Keep Your New Car Looking Liky New
Co-stars with Farley Granger aud
NIiddletown actually is east and a
lioward Da their.
!it south n Bourbon County. Li„ erty is M Casey County, but WeF
Make Your Old Car Look New
away
TrilleS
'betty is alinut 150
east and north in Morgan County.
POLISH - WAX - SIMONIZ
The.- old :pioneers who settle,
Kentteicy didn't stop after just mix
ing the location of a lot of places.
IRA BINGHAM
from
They also took time to bestow
names on some places that, when
JOHN B. WATTS '
typewrita
like
l
136 McDowel Street
spelled nut, look
1 County Agent, Fulton County
er c4ercise. Try these town names
Just Beyond Pierce-Cequin Lumber co.
for size: Ulvah, Hidalgo, Helechawa
The annual cash returns frorn
Escondida, Zula, Bonayr, Carcasonne. Shelbiana. Elihu, Ataka, nuts of the seedling pecans grown
Dwale. Avawam, Ibex, Twila, Seco, in southwestern Kentucky, especially in Hickman-Fulton area, is of far
Allegre, Sligo and Elkatawa.
economic importance than
Some of the boys must have been j greater
citizen of that district
feeling downright chipper at tho the average
dreamed of; however, by
time they were in a naming mood : has ever nature and growing iniassisting
because there are among others,
proved varieties rather than the
post offices in Kentucky known as
small. hardshelled sealings, still
Ja.mboree, Quality, Happy, Eureka
possibilities are offered. An
great
and Love. '
is being rnade to
There are a number of pretty organized effort
pecan industry for the
well-known stops right here inside improve the
top-working the small
Kentucky. too. There's a Canada, future. by
Newfoundland, seedling trees to improve varieties
Arabia, Holland.
same manner that
Sweden, Lebanon. Mexico, Geth- of pecans, in thepeach industry has
semane and a Bethlehem as well the apple and by grafting and budNew shoes arc expensive! Why not look through
as asCalifernia, Nevada, Texas, Ber- been developed varieties of these
your closets—you may have a treasure of half worn
lin, Cairo, Cleveland, Geneva,. Mos- ding improved
of
Think
repaired.
and
renewed
shoes that. can be
fruits on seedling apple and peach
.-ow and an Oxford.
servthis
in
roots.
the savings! WRIGHT BROS. specialize
Mr. John B. Watts, the County
•••••41.011.11•011.4.11.•+.11Ne•41.11.41HeiNININ
ice. Bring in your shoes—give us a trial!
Agent of Fulton County, Hickman,
Kentucky, is using this project as
one of his major extension activities
in 1948, and arrangements have beerr
Fulton
made with a man fa.miliar with
210 Commercial Ave.
top-working pecans, to start a commercial demonstration on the farms
4.4.4-4.44,4-4-4.••••••+444-•••+•.•• of Roscoe Stone, prominent farmer
few hundred seedIn his annual Christmas message at Hickman. A be grafted to harwill
to the world broadcast by radio last ling pecans
December. His Holiness, Pope Pius dy, standard nod,hern varieties, the
A telephone call to us will reXII declared: "The human race will work starting on Monday and Tuesdetail
every
of
family
lieve the
be powerless to emerge from the day. April 26 and 27. At 10:00 a.m.
117:
present crisis and desolation and on Tuesday. April 27. any farmers ,
need for our services awhen
.
17
to go forward to a more harmon- of the Purchase who are interested
rises.
ious future unless it restrain and in seeing this program, are invited I
0411ftip
.
control the forces of -divison and to a meeting on the Roscoe Stone ,
discord by means of a sincere spir- farrtt to observe this vvork, and an I
it of Brotherhood uniting all class- effort will be made to teach in- I
es. all ra.ces and all nations with Iterested growers how to top-work
the one bond of love."
'trees for themselves.
Mr. NV. W. Magill, fruit specialist
And in the same address His HoliW. W.
ness exclaimed: "Oh, if all honest of the College of Agriculture and
men were to unite together. how Home Econotnics, University of
FUNERAL HOME
quickly would the victory of the Kentucky. and Mr. W, p. Armstrong
Martin, Tenn.
Flume 390
Brotherhood of men be realized horticulturist of the Western Kenand along with it with rehabilita- tucky Substation at Princeton. Ken-.
tion of the world. Such people al- tucky will cooperate in this meetready constitute' a substantial element of public opinion, and shcr,v
Plans arc also in the process of
that they possess-,really human in- development for holding a nut show
as
wisdom
polifreal
with
stincts,
, featuring pecans and black walnuts,
well."
to be held in Hickman some time in.
What connection does the Pontiff late November or early December.
see between "human instincts" and The Farm Bureau of Fulton Counthe "spirit of Brotherhood!? To be ty, local sivci organizations, toI human is a marvelous privilege be- gether with the Hickman Nut
cause there is something God-like Cracking Company are sponsoring
in humanity, "and God created man this winter show, cooperating with
to His ovim image. to the image of the County Extension Service of
God Ile .created him" (Gen, 1-27). Fulton County.
By his vety nature man is a creature of sublime- diguity and this is
Arue of every, man—rich or poor,
Don't turn in your resignation
black or white catholic, Jew or unless you mean it ...the boss might
Protestant.
accept.
Brotherhood is an exalted human
If your boss watches you work,
instinct. To love God and our
he'll know you're not loafing.
neighbor is human nature at its
best. To refuse to recognize the
worth of man as man is to despise
a masterpiece_of divine wisdom and
omnipotence. To discriminate aWE MAKE
gainst a man for his race. his color
or his sincere religious loyalty aOLD
YOUR
mounts to an attack on his innate
lights and fundamental freedoms.
RADIO SING
Anyone who desp.ises his neighbor
LIKE NEW
riebases himself.
-`!” Brotherhood gives us all an opfor
1
nortunity to reaffirm our respect
human personality. By the light of
reason we recognize the value and
importance of every individual. The
spirit of Brotherhood is entirely
consonant with the law of nature
and of nature's God.
of gas in ten. And
Bad spark plugs cause waste to one gallon
Cleaning
power.
engine
You Might cuss your job, but if
Don't
they cause hard starting and waste
you didn't have that jOb . . . you
miles is cheaper than
and adjusting your plugs. every 5,000
might have no job.
Be Annoyed
What's the use of living, if you
qasoline.
can't gripe?
By Your Radio
New wage scales will require all
employees to take a deep breath at If your radio has any of those
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?
8 a.m . . they can breathe again
squeals, whistles or hums that reafter quitting time.
Service.
Delivery
and
Pickup
for
9193
Phone
duce your listening pleasure—
call us for fast, experienced raWe handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS

r

NEWS LETTER

YOU MAY HAVE SHOE
TREASURE IN YOUR
CLOSET!

WRIGHT BROS. SHOE REPAIR SERVICE

•

'Cute 'LittIe VVrench

_

BROTHERHOOD
EVERY DAY

-

Jones & Son

-AY

"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP
SO YOU FINALLY
GOT IN 'THE LAST
wORD ARGUING.
WITH YoUP._
WIFE- ,

APOLOGIZED!

LA5T w0R0 iNSERNa.
CAN
HND SATISFACTON
BE FOUND AT

RE-NU
WOE SOP

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

Lake Street, Fulton

Next kr the City National Bank

's

FIRST
DEFENSE
AGAINST
WEAR
It is

easier

youngsters

to get

your 4+
clothes

school

ready if you use our services. Our

methods

Nuipment

keep

and,

textures

soft and rich, revive true
colors and make for longer vvear. Call 14 for cleaning service, today.

a 4..

1, I

Light Wines
and Gins

Lamidry & Cleaners

MYRICKS LIQUORS
Depot Street

SAVE GAS!

cn)1st

Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

Setartv:ocne
-ialt'ON, KY.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low. Cost

dio repair service today.

Time
and
('Iocks
Watches
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

CIT-Y
Electric Co.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

205 Commercial Ave.

WHAT DID LOUIS PASTEUR DO FOR THE
MILK YOU DRINK!
Fulton Pure Milk Company is the only local
dairy giving you the protectdion of pasteurized
milk. This process was discovered by an obscure French chemist---it destroys harmful bacteria in milk without spoiling the rich vitamins
and minerals. Latest scientific methods used.
Telephone 8134 for delivery

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

Pa cf,f,6

Clothes tor the Boys....
Mickey Boy and Esskay
Nationally Advertised
Lines

1

County Health Dept.
Says Its Spray Time
,
it is time for insec;. pests to once

PANTS (Jr. Longies) Size 4-12;

The cities of Paducah, 'Mayfield.
Murray and Fulton will be sprayed
after the work in the rural areas
has been completed. Flies and mosquitoes breed first in rural areas.
e-oecially in outbuildings and beto appear in unclesira.ble numuers in urban communities a little
r in the season. House cleaning and interior decorating is usually done a little earlier in the
country than in town. Spraying is
more effective if done after house
cleaning and redecorating is completed.

to $2.98

tan, blue, brown.

$3.98 to $4.98
'THREE-PIECE-EATON SUIT,- sizes -1-6i tan, white ,

$3.98 to $7.98
RAYON GABARDINE SLACK SUITS; sizes 3-8; tan, blue, brown

$7.98
FANCY & PLAIN SPORT SHIRTS; sizes 1-16 .

All signing up this year will be
done by the eontact man. If you are
not at home when he visits you, he
will leave a card which you must
fill out and mail in at once if you
wish to have your home sprayed.
This year outbuildings as well as
homes will be sprayed. The cost
wil)
, $3.00 for each home (including
Privy).
$1.00 additional for up to three
outbuildings.
$2.00 additional for fair or more
outbuildings.

$1.49 to $2.49
FANcY & PLAIN POLO KNIT SHIRTS; sizes
98c to $1.29

1-14

BLAZER SOX; sizes 7-101/2

29c and .3se

BOXER OR PLAY SHORTS, fancy colors;inzes 1-6

$1.98
59c
UNDERWEAR .SHORTS; broadcloth; ALL SIZES
ALL SIZES IN CAPS

98c to $1.79

ALSO DUNGAREES, OVERALLS and COVERALLS
FOR ROUGH WEAR.

Outbuildings will not be sprayed
unless the home 16 included. Outbuildings must be within fly range
of the house if.4hey are to be included.
The chief value of DDT is its long204 LAKE STREET
FULTON
lasting residual qualities. A surface properly treated with DDT
will kill insects for months after
111110111111thisAliasrwaiiiii,04:ii4
M10.:::!t:94411t1011 1111114!ilAlii19'414101111,11111
it is first applied. During the first
few* weekS of this season, a 7 1-2
per cent solution will be used in'THE STORK SAYS
stead of the regular 5 per cent solu3 tion. Thus ohe application will last
Ovoughout the insect seas°, Homes
will not be given a seconcrEgpheatiori unless an inspection shows
thpt the DDT has lost its effee, 1,
Oeness.
.
THAT'S WHY THE NATION BUIS SET ASIDE
A seasons protection from MaSeCtS
APRIL 25 to MAY 1st as
enStS you less than one ttap...to the
claetor. and may avoid 4.: tleedless

THE BUDGET SHOP •

'IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT'

SleikneSS.

ELSAE REBECCA HAM
UK SORORITY

'tr4"
4

e Rehdrc$ Hurt, daughter
Mrs. Claude Jackson, Ftou
, HickmaN . has been formal. . . And that's Why, we have made alipeeial effort to
. briakaill
•
ly pledged to Xl" chapter of Alpha
_ Xi Delta socisliaorority at the Uniyou the BEST of EVERYTHING for Vigo layette needs!
versity of ffeducky.
A graduate of the Hickman hign
school, Miss Hurt is enrolled as a
WE INVITE YOU TO
junior in the, College of Agriculture
(A surprise htyette gift for all expectant mothers who register
and Home Economics at the Univerly and is president of Sayre Hall.
in our shop during National Baby Week!
The U. K. chapter of Alpha Xi
Delta, one of 58 national chapters,
was installed on the campus in
1908.

smoirR.toputy

6

The Tiny Toggery

_ _

f1

221 Main Street
Phone 1218
5-ellikenual atlitrioiggiVARIMINAIIMMII1154400111100111100111011:501110MNIP10111111041100111101WRIRID

“. LOCAL YOUNG FOLKS
HOLD CHURCH POSTS

QUALITY STANDS OUT
BECAUSE IT STANDS UP
It isn't hafd to spot that "look
of quality" when you see it.
Hamilton has it. Rich modern
styling that's always in good taste.
And a reputation for accurate
performance backed by more
than half a century's experience
manufatturing fine timepieces
exclusively. Limited supplies
now arriving regularly..

ANDREWS
JEWELRY STORE
226 Church
Phone 398

Scorekeeper

,2vt•ning .at the YMBC clubroom oo
Lake street, plans were made to
membership
complete the local
eampaign of the Loyal Order of
Moose, and to obtain a charter for
the newly-forming Fulton lodge.
AS of last week, some 50 pros•
intlicated
pective memberst
thcir intention of joining,- and ac-

Communiable Disease Center of your County Health Department is ready to start the 148 spraying program. This is your program„
and you are urged to participate in
1,:y having your hdme sprayed.
The ,spraying - of homes will begin l
_Mnrshall, McCracken and Fulton counties within the next few
days.

PANTS (shorts) Size -1-6;
tan, navy brown,

S1.98

Plans Completed For
Mocse Lodge Locally
fu a niceting last Wednesday

again put in their appearance. This
nwans it is spray. time again. Insects may bring with them sickness
and disease. Let us prepare to re- I
ceive them with DDT. (Deadly I
death trap to insects).

Bring your boys in and let us
fit them!

5
E
w
g
g

Friday, A_pril 23, 1943

TliE FULTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON. KENTUCKY

"The monthly meeting of the
Martin Subdistrict Methodist Youth
Fellowship was held at the Sharon
church on Monday night. April 19.
The attendance for this meeting was
the best since last summer. Several
visitors were present.
Officers for •the coming year were
elected by the group. These were:
Jerry Atkins, Fulton,• president:
Patty Hawks, Gleason, vice-president; Betty Brooks, Greenf
secretary; Anne Upchurch, Dresden.
treasurer; Walter Mischke, Fulton,
,ehairman of Worship and Evangelism; Betty Underhill, Martin; chairman of World Friendship; Anne
Stoker, Sharon, chairman of Corn,
munity service; Carmon Pigue, Fulton, chairman of Recreation.
These new officers will be in, stalled with the newly elected officers of the Murray and Paris Subdistrict officers at the Paris District Youth Rally at the Park;
church on May 17."

Final Clearance
OF,

MOR.L.Aluia. rait- Lta.a.t.i..1,

Mary Healy, former Broadway
dancing star, has a new name and
a new role. She Ls "Nliss True,"
who keeps score on all the contestants and pays off the winners
on "True or False," popular tenyear-old qui: series heard Saturdays at 5:30 p.m., EST, over
WLW-MBS. Mary also narks tho
Damen on the eandy box jackpot questions for cameo • iddisi
Dunn.

SHOES
Values To
$13.95 Now

$8.00

LOCAL SCHOOL
GETS A RATING
On the recommendation of the
Kentucky Association of Colleges
and Seconder-N. Schools the Fulton
high school has been av..arded an
"A" rating for excellence in its
scholastic endeavors, Mark Codman,
director of the division of superviSion of the State Department of
Education notified W. L. Holland
recently.
The award was made for compliance with the follow_ing:
1. Qualifications of the teaching
staff.
2. Operation on recommended salary scale.
3. Adequacy crf the library for the
number of pupilsi in school.
4. Efficiency in the icientific
courses; viz. adtquacy of teaching
staff and equipnient in the home I
economcis and manual training departments.

JACQUELINE and CONNIE SHOES
Values to $9.95, NOW $4.00
All Dark Colors But Not All Sizes.
COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION!

I BO not hungltr for a well-stored
I only rash to live tray hfe,
Hid find My heart in u
n with
all mankind.—Edmund
,..d

To The Public
<

>

I have purchased Elvis Myrick's business at 305 Depot

Street, Known as Myrick's Liquor Store.

1 will continue to overate this business 'in its same lo-

cation, and your patronage will be appreciated.

H. L. ("Buck") Bushart

Army Moves Enlistment
Posts To Chvensboro, Ky.
Men applying for enlistment in
the Regular Army or Air Force
from this area are now being shipped to Owensboro, Ky., for complete physical ,and mental examination according to S.-Sgt. Nicholson,
Station Commander at the Fulton
Army and Air Force Recruiting
Station.
Those applicants found
qualified for service in the Regular
Army are enlisted at Owensboro
and are sent to Fort Knox, Ky., for
further assignment. Those enlisting
in the Air Force are sent directly
to an Air base from Owensboro.

cording to Lodge authorities, 100
:IA. necessary to -get a charter.
At a mecting scheduled for next
WednesdaY evening' at- the totlrt
room in the Fulton courthouse, two
films dealing with activities of the
Moose organization will be shown.
The films are entitled "Young
America" and "Where life begins
and
again." Members, applicants
the general public are invited to
attend.

NEW NAME

Drive - In Liquor Store

BROTHERHOOD

,

Down in their hearts wise men
'know this truth: the only waY to
help yourself is to help others.—
' Elbert Hubbard.
Love for mankind is the elevator
'of the human race: is demonstrates
Truth and reflects divine Love.—
Mary Baker Eddy.

DEPOT STREET

FULTON, KY.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

."..)live liaptist church ushers
are celebrating their 17th anniver. sery, April f9'through Affif -25.
Bell's Chapel pastor and congrega:
tion openeti the services Monday
night and will be followed by the
other ministers and their congregations in ,this town.
Bell s Chapel MissionAry Society
met at the home of Mrs. Manice
New, Monday, April 19. They reported having an
inspirational
meeting.
Bell's Chapel Stewardess Board
will meet at the home of Mrs.
David Stallworth, Thursday April
22. All members are, asked to be
FOR SALE: Electrolux kerosene
present.
Mrs. Lula Mathis of St. Louis, Mo. rel rigerator; excellent condition.
Priced
reasonable, Fred Bondtaant.
is visiting her cousin. MI's. Mollie
414 Maple street, Fulton.
Alexander.
Mrs. Alma Herris of Chicago. III.,
has returned home accompanied by
FOR SALE: ()Id papers. 5e pci
her mother, Mrs. Zadie Winrow, and bundle of 20. The Fulton News.
little son.
Miss L. Beatriee Morton, Ph.D.
For Sale All kinds' plants,shrubof Cincinnati, O., who is the niece ber), bulbs, evergreens and other
of Rev. J. Henry Stewart. will be types of plants. Just call Tom Lyons
guest at the parsonage early Satur• Phone 1110-W.
day •morning en route to Jackson,
OPPORTUNITY FOR
Tenn.'
YOUNG
Miss Morton is a tcacher at Jack- MAN to learn printing: We are goson school where for ten years she ing to apprentice a young, single,
served as cooperating teacher for intelligent man in our shop, Competent instruction, 40-hour w•eek;
the University of .Cincinnati. earn as you learn the nation's fifth
Rev. J. D. Hale, of Madisonville, largest industry. This is
Ky., was guest at the C.M.E. par- ent position, and offers a permangood ad-,
sonage Tuesday, April 20.
vancement to a willing worker.!
Apply to 31r. Westpheling at the'
Many a man that started into Fulton News.
business on a shoestring has given
SECON,II SHEETS, Carbon paper,
his competitors a financial lacing.
No one eentends that competition soles bs, receipt books, irmaiis
Wider*,
index cards. numeograPh
is not the life of trade. The man opPaPer, business outs, binders, etc.
posed is the man who fights.
ton County Nes*

Amazing
Value!
...the nikitty lin,' niachino
that washes

*faster

*cleaner

*rinses whiter#
0

oppossioll

MONITOR
AERATOR
WASHER
$69.50
PAS441t. Washes a four•pound
load in 5 minutes or less. Hondy
for the daily lingerie or baby's
things;efficient for the family wash.
You'll find it actually
gets clothes cleaner than any
other method of washing.
RINSES WHITER. Bubble action
geh out every bit of soap and
dirt. Clothes hung indoors are
as white and sweet-smelling as
though dried by sun and wind.
CLEANER.

Weighs only 45 pounds. Rolls
easily. Store it in bathroom or
dose,. See the Monitor Aerator
Washer and other new and different labor-savers at your Monitor dealer. Over a million Monitof
products now in use.

FREE
DEMONSTRATIONS!
In Our Store
or
In Your Home

EXUM'S
RADIO & ELECTRIC
Phone 207
Fulton, Ky.

410IVITOR
„„ s,

iiimily
home opplionces

11,1,,,p

be had for the asking. Nofe the ex- -each i...ta*by nominated with Loeo j,-oti will have ample
time to get
I piration date on the voting Coupoq vote's clue on its nomination and them to our office
before they exland see that they reach here be- next week all the votes leceived uji pire The
campaign however will
.
-AUTk) GLASS installed. Fulton fore becoming ,vend. The date will to going,to prees will appear'to the I come'to an end June 12th., as stat•
ed above.
Paint and Glass Co.. 210 Church be extended from week to week so baby's credit.
you will have ample time to get , The
campaign is now fairly startthem here before the date expires. :ed and
will come to a close Sat- I Subscribe to The News!
FOR SAT.E: Wood (or coal) small
There has been a large number of iirday evening June 12th. Don't let
range cooking stove. Warming coupon votes received for the varthe
e::piration
date on the voting
closet and resvoir. See at 112 ious little ones who have been nom'coupons mislead you. The date on
%Vest St. Fulton, or call 890-W.
inated. We have been so rushed the coupons is there merely to force
FOlt RENT:Vacuum cleaner. Dar- with the various details that we them in so that they will be cast
have not had time to tabulate them to the-baby—s-credit before they benell Furniture Co. Phone 1395.
for their appearance this week. In iconic void. The date on them will!
the
meantime we have credited I be
WANTED TO BUY: Good use
ruled f! m week to week so
furniture: Singer sewing- machines.
sill
•OA
Darnell Furnitui e CO. Phone 13$5,
4W1=1
,
-

DOCTOR'S ORDERS

Washing Machines
Are No MysteryTo US!
7.'e know every make washer
beclswards and forwards! First"
cless service, cycle changes,
moving and installations at more
Clan reasor.able prices. Authoriztd* part - rep:acements.
_PHONE 201 FOR PROMPT.

"

When your doctor writes' his
prescription in Latin, he writes
his orders for your health. And
OWL DRUG STORE faithfully
follows your doctor's orders. We
use care in mixing exactly'the
prescribed amounts of quality ingredients. Your doctor's pi
scriptions are his orders to us.

ATTV.NTION!

OWL DRUG STORE

/BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main Street

There is a .•
us brothers; Niine goes his vi ,iy iilone.—Edwin Markham: .
Of a truth": men are mystically
united: a mysterious bond of brotherhood .makes all men one.—Carlyle.'

PHONE 160

Fulton

436 LAKE STREET

"We Fill All Doctiirs Prescriptions"

1.6

"VP

taw'

FOR SALE or RENT: One house
mid lot, with or without 25 acres
of land.
See Cecil Burnette, or
phone 901-M-4.
•FOR SALE: Two new 10-18 Kelly
Springfield tractor tires and tubes.
$35 per tire and tube, One Antall
air compressor, practically new, $75.
Phone 67, Fulton, Ky.

Baby Contest
(Continued from page one)
solicit them.
Now is a good time to add your
name to our list of subscribers
when you will not only be getting
a good family newspaper, but at
the same time, you will be helping
boost some sweet little rosebud into.
a position of prominence, and place
in its chubby Tittle hands, a cash.
prize of ,considerable proportion.
On another . page today. will be
found ELTI adVertisement in which
is given a list of the votes givep nn
both -old and new subscriptions,
so th,S riotice eta big bonus offer
of'5.000 extra. ftce votes given, in
addition to the regular vote, Pp
each one year liirned in between
now and Wednesday evening May. 5,
This bonuisppkes'0k _both old
And new Subscriberi 'alike. If you
turn in 'a •' Ma-year- -atibseTtptiort,
you will be given two bonuses, or
10,000 extra votes; 2 years in advance is as long a subscription we
v.111 take during the life of thc,
contest.
This gives you two weeks in
which to take advantage of this
big bonus and ag it is the largest'
bonus that will bo,given during the
whole campaign, we hope you take
the fullest advantage of it. A few
subscriptions, with this bonus //tided, will give baby a vote of large
proportions and immediately place
it in a position of importance and
give it a splendid start on its way
to final victory.
In order to be helpful, we are
now in a positino to furnish you
with a list of our subscribers in
your community. This list will give
the expiration date of each one.
It will be of great assistance to you
in any effort you make; it not only
shows you just who takes our paper, and when their time expires, but
shows you the. ones who don't take
thc NEWS and as you get more
votes on a new one than on a' renewal, the new onesisbould be given special attention.
In addition, we 4:an furnish you
wiht a little receiptbook upon the
cover of which you will find a
schedule -of the regular votes given
on subscriptions and all necessary
information. This material is free
and we will be glad to give it to
you or mail it to you on request.
Don't forget the pictures! Showing the baby pictures is one of the
most intercsting parts of this whole
affair and we are anxious for your
cooperation. If you have a good
one, please lend it to us so we can
have engraving made from it. This
will not harm th epicture in the
slightest and we pay for the engraving. We are just sending some
away now and expect to start their
appearance very soon.
Pick up a few subscriptions while
this big bonus prevails and have
the satisfaction of seeing your little
one right up in the blue ribbon class
They are all around you and can

210 Church St.

Phone 909

c;u
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twinkle
With a
of the finger these
large spring-filled sofas are transformed
into a full-size &Sable
bed. Comfortabie, luxurious, and extremely attractive.

.his Crib boasts strong' —
materials and constructior.
Attractively decorated. Just
right for baby! Value, too!'

$27.25 up

49.95

cowl'
^
11:
111
This ChZst of Drawers is
massive and long-lasting.
Where have you.seen such
beauty and ample space?

$19.95 up

—

An Occasional Chair that
'Offers you both comfort and
good looks. Spriag-filled
completely for comfort.

- "L'uss.

Was-

$12.50 up
A beautiful DesJc to give
your home a note of distinc
tion. It's both practical and
beauliful.
With
seven
drawers.

DESIGNED TO
MAKE YOUR HOME
LOVELIER

gULTON PAINT
& GLASS CO.
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$32.50 up

A wide selection of Lamps
to light up your horde with
beauty. See these beautiful
lamps at McDade tomorrow!

$4.95 up

CHOICE OF LIVII4FG BOOM SUITES
2-PIECE—Choice of Velottrs, Tapestries
and mohairs; wines, blues, beiges,
green. Divan and matching chair
Heavily ovetstuffed;
qprings. . .

Mc„DADE
FURNITUSE (tOMPAIIY
212 Church St.
Phone 905

50
up
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ST TE-4-H CHAMPIONS

aWaanes:lay.
JoYce Gayle " and Reta Carol
( Hardison have whooping cough.,
Mrs, Nettie L. Copelen
Beverly Ann Elliott has measics.
Airs. Nta'a Copt len spent WednesMr. zia I Mrs. Elmeare Capolen
day alternoon with Mrs. Alay Hardi.
and family visited Ala and Ali's. ,
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and Percy Veatch for a while Wecinesa.- •
chilciren spent Wednesday with day, night.
Mr. and Mrs. Criss„Jones from
Johnnie Moore.
Mrs. Ella Veatch and Mrs. Nora Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. James Jora_s
Copelen spent Friday afternoon and children from Detroit, Mr. ancl
zind airs. Ben Moore and Ethel
7
with Mrs. Artie Wilbur.
Several from this community at- Moore, spent Sunday with Mr. ancl
tended the picnic at the school house Mrs. Luther Elliott.

WATCH

REPAIRING

Cagle Ply,mblr_g Shop
DEE? WELL PUMPS

DIA MON D S

AND PIPES

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
MAIN ST.

FULTON, KY.

Fulton, Ky.
403 Eddi:.- .s St:eet
Foz Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for. and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

Listo.n To Our Radio Program "Moon River"
every Wednesday night at 8:30 over WENK.

BUTTS MILLING COMPANY
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
ON MARTIN HIGHWAY, 45-E
GRINDING, AND MIXING OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS
All Kinds Of Feeds and Field Seeds
Wire Fencing
Fertilizers

Phone 651

SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace

Mali suably leaf,•• said County frig, putstanding individual in a
B. Rankin.
Agent
- slate will receive an edUcatamal
When tobacco was harvested the trip to the National 4-11 Club Con, fall before, 1,200 pounds of 20 per- gress in Chicago and national wincent superphosphate fertilizer were ners. both blue and red award
broadcast and the Izind seeded groups, are to get special merit ribthickly withal mixture of vi•tch ana ' bons.
•
anainson clover seed. About 30 loads
of manure W(.112 spread on the MTV, S'aaa
.and 150 pounds of amonimurn nitrate W Ore broadcast last March on
the vetch and clover green 'manure.
crop.
The heavy; growth of- vetch and
clover was turned about the time
at began to bloom. zind the ground
worried down immediately, so the
, gri.,en manure would decay rapidly. Then another 100 potinds of ammonium nitrate were broadcast and
worked into the soil before laying
The unique service of the
^tirrthe rows. Then 350 pounds of
Chriatian Science Reading
fertilizer were
complete
.•10-5
- Room has been designed to aid
drilled in along the rows before the
tobacco was set.
a you and others in sharing the
healing benefits which everancreasing thousands are receiving through Christian Science.

rt.

For
True Inspiration
and Healing

PILOT OAK
Mrs. Mary Collins
The Junior class of Cuba sellout
girls spent Tuesday night of last
wbek at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Revel Moody. Those enjoying their
hospitality were: Peggy Moody, Joe
Glenda Canter,
Lynn Emerson,
Louise Sirhs, Jacky Hicks. Camilla
McClure. JeralJeanette
Bennett,
dine Rickman, Reba Nell Roberts:
Jacky Burt, Jo Ann Edwards, and
Judith Bagwell. All reported a fine
time with hits of fun.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C, Wilson of Detroit and Letha Wilson visited Mr.
Wednesday,
and Airs. Darrell Wilsona‘N.,,,,
0 How long has it
becn since you have
C. I.. Wilson- and his nca 'bride nre
▪ 0,
had a really comp/ere
visiting friends and relativ - 'hero.
phy3ical check-up? isn't it-about
Saturday evening. and Sunda, aftime to know where you stand?
ternoon visitors of Mr. and Airs. IA
Deiter see your Doctor—and
Collins were air. and Mrs. Vestal
bring his prescription to us for
Coletharp and Martha Elaine. Mrs.
our usual careful compounding.
carnet! Parker pf Detroit and Miss
Ina Lon Taylor 'Mr. and Mrs. L. T.
Williarrsof :Mayfield, Miss Martha
Casey. Jerry and Gerald Steele, Jimmie, Louis and Sharon Steele. and
Phar.;
Owner
H.
C.
31cDANIEL
Toby and Terry Olive.
Phones 70, 428 i Mr: and Mrs. Ben Wilson:. Mr. and
10S
j aiii:' Ca L. Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. Deward Wilson visited the buried city
of Wickliff Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart spent
the week end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ecid Mount, Mr. Mount and
Bernice Glissen were dehorning a
cow when the cow fell on Mr.
Mount and fractured three'ribs. He
is feeling better at this tirne.
H. E. Gibson of Paducah visited
7iis grand parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edd
7ount Thursday.
Mrs. Lola Mae Foster, Mrs. Op: •:ia Jones and Mrs. Gene Foster
:aid baby visited Mrs. Mary Collins
' Friday afternoon. They took home
eight of airs. Collin's painting she
EFFICIENT
had done for them.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Wilson. Mr.
PRO3IPT and
and Mrs. Deward Wilson and Mr.
and Mrs. Darrell Wilson went to
COURTEOUS SERVICE
Nashville Saturday sightseeing and
to see the Grand Ole Opera.
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
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78A1V.

COCA NOJGHER.

AMTHAA./E

PoWE1a...

CALL FOR BETTER
RURAL HEALTH IS
ASKED 4-H CLUBS

An urgent call to boys, girls alai
leatlers of the country's 7,5.000 4-11
aaltias to join the two-way drive for
falter era' health is isstied by
.state and national offices.
As a group, clubs will seak to
I improve comtnunity health by sin.- •
ia•eya
detertnine needs, help with
:polioaapberculosis and cancer conifrot progi•ania first aid and fat ni
isaaety projects.. to name a few of
!the many.
County extension agents will farnish complete information regard- .
.ing this program.
; Awards for the program, given a' gain in 1948 by Kellogg, include a
certificate to the winning club
in a county and $20 each to the 10
best 4-11 Hezilth Clubs in each state,
j

2074/f .1.ZEDY
,
00
cle9C
is Kentucky 4-H
county
Garrard
of
COCANOUGHER
TONY
club baby beef champion. His grand champion calf at the state
fat cattle show sold for $8,910. In addition he won sevyral huncired dollars in prizes.
NATALIE POWELL of Woodford'County is the state 4-H
canning champion. The past year she canned 600 quarts of foods
and froze and stored large quatities of vegetables. In club work
nine years, she has carried five canning projects, nine tobacco
and four room improvement. Four times she was county champion, and once district champion. Her club work, n 1947 was
valued at $2,000.
JACK HELLER of Oldham county won honors growing a garden. His nine-tenths of an acre provided vegetables for his family for six months, including 418 quarts canned, 54 quarts 'frozen
and 20 bushels stored. His half-acre fall garden contained 19
kinds of vegetables.
DOROTHY LEEDY of Woodford county is state room improvement ahampion. The past year she redecorated the kitchen of
her home, her bedroom, the bathroom and two porches, and
re-upholstered livingroom furniture. She has mon four county
and three district championshia in room improvement.

Bro. Tip Vaillis of Mayfield visit- persons sensitive to poison ivy.
Heres hoping the university boys
ed air. and Mrs. Edd Mount Wedluck in finding the solution quicknesday evening.
Thomas Hainley spent the week lyy so we, and all the other suffermd with his parents, Mr. and -Mrs. ing sportsmen, can wade through
the brush without having to travel !
Charles Hainley.
Mrs. Mary Hicks had Sunday din- a zig-zag course in avoiding the
ner with Mr. and airs. Fred Steele. ivy plants.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum and
boys moved to their new farm
HATCHERY FISH: We have often
aome last week.
wondered ;ust how many hatchery
Mrs. Esta Moore and Mrs. Ira ' fish are able to escape the fisherRains visited Mrs. W. L. Rowland men, and other enemies, the firat
and Mrs. Winnie Steele Saturday year after being planted. A report
afternoon.
from Michisan partially answc•
•
Dorothy Yates -spent Saturday the question, and. frankly, we a
with Nadine Hainley.
amazed at the figures uncovie
Herchei Floyd spent the week end , through a voluntary creel cens
reHe
with his wife and daughter.
made on the upper part of the A :
turned to Detroit Sunday.
'Sable River last year, There •were
- Mr. and Airs. Aniert Casey visited 3.000 trout taken during the sin- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morris Sun- vey,-2.8 per cent of which were h:.!
day..
chery-released fish.
Mrs.
Mrs. Ruby Casay visited
Of 1.114 hatchery brook trout
Winnie Steele Saturdav.•
.7aughtin 1947, 1.110 were planted
airs. Addia Walston vadted...her the same season and four were cardaughter, airS. Tomie Moare kat ra-al ever from 1946 plantings. Of
week.
a.65 Feachary raMbows. 23.6 were
Mrs. Louise Olive and Mrs: Eve- 19,17 sti,ek and nine
from 1946,
pink and ,
'en nelton attended
There were 812 brown trout caught
'due Atower at the honie of Mrs.'that had been planted the same
y afternoon,
tohn Bowden Sat
yenr. and 26 were a carry-over.
at Dukedom.
Unquestionably bass and oth,
aneciea of fish would show a gre:a
er percentage of "carry-over," b
the above figures' make you' sit u
and wonder -just how we are
ing to keep our streams and Ina
productive under the increased f
ing prestire.

CALL1h6
ALL
OUTDOORS MEN

Here the Bible, "Science
and Health with Key to the
Scriptures" by Mary Baker
Eddy —containing the iami* plete explanation of Christian
Science -7and other Chriviinn
Science literature may be read,
borrowed, or purchasal
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
READINO, ROOM
211 Carr St. Fulton
HOURS: 2-4 p. tn.
WED. THUR. FRI. SAT.
Visitors Wslcom•
Information concerntng fres
public lectures, church services,
and other Christian Science activities also mailable.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Rentuck•

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
31RS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
tor
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

The Home of

Good Chili
HICKORY LOG
B R-13-1)
I IN East li'o

St reel

FARMER GROWS TON
AND HALF ON ACRE

been
a can
enWe.ve
Ithiewalk
who
sportsmen
of alwaYs
vious
through a patch of poison ivy withAl Bryant. an Adair county farmout suffering disasterous effects, er, grey,' 3,080 pounds of Ky. 4IA
for we have learned from past ex- burley tobaaco on one measured
crop for 81,658.69.
nerienee that to come into contact acre. selling the
"Mrs Bryant apparently did about
wIth this plant means many unthat
could think of
everything
he
comfortable days recuperating. And in
order to make the-land rich enwe are not along, for thousands and
ough to produce a high yield ca
thousands of outdoursmen annually
eel poison ivy,
Consequently we were happy to
reaci that seitntists in the Columbia
University laboratories are making
Veterinary Service
progress in learning the exact rhemactive
priciple
the
of
teal natude
Day or Night
of poison ivy. Recent studies have
Phone 807 R
revealed a close relationship between sersitiviy tn poson ivy and
Or if an 70
a wide variety of substances and
materials, both natural and manufactured. A synthetic compound, Dr. H. W. Connaughton
having the same structural skeleGraduate Veterinarian
ton as poison ivy. has been developed and, at present, is undergoing
Located on Martin-Fulton
extensive tests. And it is possible
that this compound. in a suitable veHighway
hele and consentration, may be
;sod in an attempt to desensitize

Beauty
Treatment
for
Your Home

Keep your home young looking by painting it.
Our high-quality paints cover better, wear longer
and take' years from the age of your home. For..
the best in paint satisfaction, always come here.

Roofing of All Kind
Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or
Repiaced
-Phone 502 Olive Street Fulton, Ky.

Exchange Furniture Co:
207 CHURCH ST.

PHONE 35

Entei
ton,
OBI1
charl
Subs
$2.50
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R. Paul and Johanna M. Westoheling
EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
post office at FulEntered as second class matter June 28, 1933, at the
ton, Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
anti Political' Carda
OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices
charged at the rates specified by advertising department.
- a year, Elsewhere
Subscription rates raditts of 20 miles of Fulton $2.00
year.
a
$2.50
young like
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart
to some
aympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

o The Ladies
AnyPerhaps this 1"Living" magazine has something.
see
to
ds
husban
way they have been ahecking ,up on their
as-'
prove
may
this
,
s
LadieDear
ps
whet they are Elm. Perha
tereatina. "
Ameeiaan
Conte:ma* to popular evil:ion, the, typical.
82.5
dishes
the
do
helps
he
ite
husband is Ilia-on:iffy dornest
of the
cent
per
50
beds
the
make
helps:
time,
the
of
per cent
clothes onetime, and helps vacuuns, sarub flccra and wash
the furtends
always
almost
he
third of the time.In acid.tion,
comthe
that's,
!emit
At
rs.
outdoo
e
earbag
the
nace and totes.
in a Furposite picture given by 200 wives, Wi:,4 took aart
vey conducted by Madonoiselle's uvrso magazine.,
Here are more la:ye:aliens i-.1..otit the Arnarleiin husband:
He is blonde and medium-short, tau to get glong with.
lying aSleeps in pajamas (all or either half), Icavas them
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want better fertilizer, better use
and more of it." He pointed out that
About
farmers all over the nation want
test demonstrations to continue, to
help promote the vital struggle against soil erosion. Randolph also
warned that other provisions of the
bill would seriously cripple TVA.
From Washington
Similar views were expressed by
M. A. Hubbard, Executive Secretary of the Virginia FB.
TVA Under Fire
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income on education
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as much at $29 per child. bring
erants would be designed to and
state expenditures for primary
secondary education' up to a floor
of $50 a child each year.
In the House, Rep. 1VIeCowan (R.
Ohio) has introduced a bill provid
ing somewhat lower expenditures
AcBill.
on education than the Taft
tion on. this bill has been deferred
for some time, and it's by no meane
certain that a compromise program
will be passed this session. In the meantime, Eenator Tait
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PERFECT
DIAMOND
RINGS
I-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect;

4,
\

,,,,iu.ralis.ale `. ,.

•

MOWERS

MOWERS

1

2-Individually registered
in the owner's name;
3-Fully insured against
loss by fire or theft:
4-One uniforin national
price on sealed-on tag.

HAND
PUSH MOWERS
ROTARY MOWERS
SICKLE MOWERS

•
•••844i.

,
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.•••••••

---and More Mowers than Anybody Else in Tows!

See Jam 61 yet,
AUTHORIZED
'Xoyarly,
JEWELER'S

PRICED FROM $19.95 UP

224 Lake St.
Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:

-Williams Hardware Co.

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE

207 East Fourth

Phone 169
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Town Topics

Get Our
HIGH-QUALITY SEEDS

IT ISN'T TOO LATE
TO GET
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Thursday m ith Mr and Mrs M f. i Mrs. Elly Valentine
earl childre:.
dt thei, home on
of Leiengton, Ky. are. visiting he;
select
eareries,
and Mra. Robert Bard
--Mias licetense Joeteem of GrenMr. and Mi.s. Ernest Fall, Sr are
ada, Mies has returned to her ham?. visiting their daughter, Mis Robert
• after a visit .to Mrs. R E. Picker,Binford• end family in New Ofing and Mrs. Bess DeZonie on Edd- leans, La.
ings stre.et;
Mrs. C
Huodenpele end (Leigh
Mr. and Mrs. Freii Carden end ter have returned from Deatroit
r,fith.,
where
thee,- have b,een visit
little daughter, Sylvia, spent the
week end with hia father, Fred ing, .
.
Carden and MTS. Carden ip Mt.
Veron,
AUSTIN , SPRINGS
Mrs. Ella Smoot and son. Eineet
" Mrs Neut Tucker has ietUrned I Mr. and Mrs, Laney Muriel!
let tier home in 'Memphis after . a for Akron ta, the past Thars let'
visit to Mr. and Mrs. Guy Tuck- after attending the funeral and day
bur
ell of Oleic relative Mrs..- Giant
•
numl.
•
Me. and Mrs. Fred- -E. Jones
Mra• Wa'rd McClellan reterned
Menday from Memphis where; she happy vO.Ing parents of a stalweari
t;
was the guest of /Vire Charlee Mur_ lad Who made his arrival Sate. '4,:,
April 27. He weighs. 10'pOuncia
;
8 ounces and: answers the nana;
J. I). Davis.and her daughter. Freddie Ray. Both mother- and tete:
are doing nicely.
Robert Sanger
of/Hicisman,j Mr. and Mrs. TIUrfla
sv..it Tuesday in MeraP
ll Glass ano
his
la eis. James and Janice, of May,
•
fide.
.ig.fra. John Thozepsean
,
vented
their
parents, Mr,
,iiderwent an operat;-' in the Fulton and Mis.
Cledei Johnson the past
Respite! several
eks ago, has been 'Sunday.
Mrs. Ciiitor Cherry isn't so well
aisinissed and :as doing nicely at
at this weenie, and •was. necessary
e.- heme weet of town.
put
ehest the past week
.
!and admirastet hymederrnics
,complete rest.
Mr. end Mrs. Ed Frields heve tee ,
11-e public i invitcd! teaned home to the farm after
spending the winter in 'Paducaiii
with children, Mr. -and Mie

Jack Foy's
LOG CABIN
ROUNDUP
EVERY
FRIDAY
NIGHT
Folk dance music and modern
music by the LOG CABIN
ROUNDUP BAND.
ADMISSION: 50e Per Person
ess;
8:30 p. m. to 11:30 p. m.
Dress as you please
LISTEN to WNGO (1320) on
your dial) 4 to 4:30 p. m. Mon.
thru Friday.

Jesse Clark will move to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Page
since the recent death of Dan emit'dan with whom he was making las
'home.
;. Patricia and Fieddie Ray, emell
hadren of MI and Mrs Fred Macey Jr., have been removed
from
haws Hospital to their horna and
'are recovering nicely from pneuarnonia and chest cold.s.
I Mra. Dtesle Frielda enteetaire;r1
binial shrevet the pest
I eath
Ti•ersday afternoon assisted by
l'estess, Mre John Mae Simpson
far Mr. and 11.V-s. Randall Cunningham. She e. as the forrret Miss Dori.;
Maxberry.
Some twenty one ladies were entertained with Bingo and games
hlesdainee Sam Mathis, Ida Grissom
and J. W 13rann won Bingo prizes
and Mesdames W. W. Cunningham
and Claud Nelson game prizes.
The newly weds were recipients
of many nice and attractive gifts
which were opened by the leride.
A salad plate was served' with
pepsi-colas by the hostess as refreshments.
You never see a person swallon a
meuthful of ,milk. make a face,
choke, cough and explain: "Boy,
that was good!"

. as you travel by

/r..eriOtrete'Spring is a grand time to travel in Dixieland —and
Greyhound is THE way to go. Through your wide Super
Coach windows you see all the fresh beauty of the
countryside. Greyhound's low fares are as welcome as
spring itself. You enjoy the courtesy and dependability of
Greyhound service, too. So, on your next trap—nearby Of
far—relax in Super COich
comfort; enjoy travel at its
very best ...by Greyhound.
Oraryhowed Loomis

ith and Carr Streets
PHONE 44

HYBRID SEED CORN
-Broadbent --- Funk's "G.

AND HAVE

FOR DETAILS OF OUR BIG CONTEST!
Listen to our program over W.E.N.K.
Monday Thru Friday, 6:30 p. m.
CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS

LAYERS BY FALL
HATCHES Off MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS
AND THURSDAYS

ALUMINUM ROOFING
FERTILIZER, BARBED WIRE, PHOSPHATE

Fulton Hatchery
STATE LINE ST.

MANE 483

Edw Funk & Sons

A.C. Butts& Sons

FULTON, KY.

East State Line, Fulton

Phone 202-J

•
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THAT'S A FAIR QUESTION—end
the

American Cancer Society sselconies this
opportunity to answer it, before one of
our Field
Workers comes to your door for your
1948 contribution.
Part of every dollar which you
and other
generous Americans gave to us last
ye-ar went
for cancer research, part for cancer
education;
and part for cancer medical service.
Let's see exactly what those teams
myan.

roue MONEY WENT FOR
...,::ANCER RESEARCH
▪
There exists no more powerful weapon
against-eancer than research. Research has
▪ given a X-ray, radium, and surgical techniques for the treatment of cancer. IT is research which will deal cancer the most telling blows in the future—perhaps, plaase
God, the deathblow which will some day
wipe out this dread disease.
Thousands of scientists are engaged in
cancer research right now. For this purpose
they are provided with an arsenal of expensive technical equipment.
Last ye,ar, part of your money went toward the more than S3,000,000 set aside
in 1947 for cancer research.

YOUR MONEY WENT FOR
CANCER EDUCATION
Education begins where research leaves
off.
It distributes knowledge already gained
to everyone who should have it.
Education requires the use of every available means of public information. It calls
for bookleas, posters, and billboards, radio
transcriptions, magazine and newspaper
messages to the public, films, and leaflets
.
Nearly 50,000,000 pieces of printed material alone were produced and distributed
by the Society in 1947.
Last year, part of your money went toward &tins that job.

YOUR MONEY WENT FOR
CANCER MEDICAL SERVICE
Medical service backs up the direct attack
against cancxr. Ry means ofscientific
papers.
technical films, lectures and other service
s,
physicians and scientists arc kept inform
ed
of the latest developments in thc detecti
on,
treatment, and cure of cancer.
In your own community, the Society
's
Field Army of volunteer workers render
s
personal aid to cancer patients. The
Field
Army also helps establish and staff
local
detection centers and cancer clinics
and
publicizes them locally.
Last year, part of your money went
for
cancer medical servii.x.

That's what era did with the money

he

Miami, Fla. 16.35
Jackson Miss. 6.00
9.50
Detroit
2.50
Memphis
3.60
St. Louis

BULK GARDEN SEED

you gays vs last year. Now we
need more—to fight for the one out of every
eight persons still marked to be
stricken by
cancer. Maybe one of them is the man who
sat beside you at the movies last
night .
'maybe it's a person who lives on your street
... maybe it's a friend or a member of
your
family ... maybe it's you. Whoever it is,
there's hope—it you give! Will you aid the
fight
[sr his life—again this year—with as
big a contribution as you can possibly manage?

MAVIS. ECONOMY

Union Bus Station

BY CHICKS
NOW

29.45
10.80
17.10
4.50
6.5J

ARD THOSE YOU LOVE
AMERICAN CANCER

GIVE TO CONQUER CANCER SOCIETE, INC.

THIS MESSAGE CONTRIBUTED BY FORD'S LIOUOR STORE
(LAKE STR
EET EXT. NEAR VIADUCT) FULTON
, KY.
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ist for the last
t to extend our
ally.
;CIENCE
Death" is the
Lesson-Sermon
at all Christian
iroughout the
pril 25, 1948.
: "'As the Fathad, and quick the Son quick," (John 5:21).
-is which comnon is the folle: "For he is
ad, but of the
to hirn.' (Lukr.•

es+++.4-1-1-1-:-+-:-E

fUlINITUK

In Our Record Department

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE

319-323 WALNUT ST...* SitiCeAVdiaokg C
AVA' ••• FULTON,KY. •••

As Surveyed by Billboard Magazine

Lighten Your Household Tasks
With Modern Electric Appliances

DS

1 Now is the Hour
Manana
3. I'm looking over a four
leaf clover
4. Beg your pardon
5. But Beautiful
6. Sabre Dance

7. Baby Face
8. The Dickey Bird Song
9. Toolie, Oolie Doolie
(The Yodel Polka)
10. You Can't be true,
- Dear,

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cabinets
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records) LISTEN TO OUR PRO
GRAM EACH DAY 4 to 4:30 P. M. Over WNGO for the latest records.

DES

7fora,,..71ae,edotrenno-/
JoHNsoNs
\\*.affai
___ _ _____4.„WAX •

JOHNSON'S Whiliii1(

lustre, protects
.--'"'''"701!' Gives rich wax
\\I
against wear, simplifiL cleaning.
Polish•s quickly and •asily.

ST!

:RS

APEX WASHERS
Round All-Porcelain Tub

Here is a highly-effecient elect..
tic ironer that does shirt collars,

With water pump, wrihger pres.

[ATE

sure selector, spiral dasher, drain
control

IS

and

Lovell

Automatically controlled

$1.25 t° $8.50

These powerful, convenient ma-

Guaranteed one- year. TERMS,

safety pilot light . . , floating

Lhines come complete with the.

IF DESIRES)

roll . . . 2 utility shelves . . .

following

.

$149.95

-J

Round Aluminum Tub

knee control . . . speed control

venient hose and nozzle, 2 extension v:ands, crevice nozzle, air

than

filter case, air filter, 'carpet and

a

hand

iron!

(Porcelain Outside
With wringer pressure selector,
spiral dasher. drain control and
Lovell wringer. Also guaranteed
one year. TEP.MS IF DESIRED.

Glearning

CLOTHES LINES
Cotton or aluminum; 50-foot lengths.
50c and 75c

rug nozzle suction floor brUsh,

GALVANIZED TUBS
Round No. 2 tubs
Round No. 3 tubs
Square tubs
ELECTRIC IRONS

round dusting brush. upholstery

$159.95

nozzle, gas generator and _spray
ctn.

Only $5 down

$131.95

4)
;

$1.25 Weekly

befall in

.

$2.95

12 attachments: con-

. . . it .uSeS little .more electricity

white enamel finish.

DRYING RACKS
Folding, collapsible; lots of room. Floor
type.

Apex or Rotoaire

in fact everything, beautifully:

wringer."

CLOTHES HAMPERS
Solitwhite oak, wicker or plywood. Natural finish or colors.

TANK-TYPE
CLEANERS

APEX IRONERS

1,1,.•'4ea,ii• •
J!,-:
,•
r

••

4:-••

•E

New ond expectant mothers will love this.
complete Nurser Set. Just the right number of '<mom Pyrex Nutsittg 10111116 and
foulness Nipples to prepar•• completer
doy's feeding oi one time;
packed together in ex beautiful /45
pink ond blue gift box for only

MIRACLE automatic iron
$14.95
PROCTOR NEVER-LIFT (with exclusive tilting
feature)
$14.95
TENNESSEE VALLEY irons
$11.95
BETTY CROCKER (Gen Mills) irons
$11.95
SAMSON irons'
$10.95
GENERAL ELECTRIC irons
•
$8.95, $11.95
CAROL PRESSER De Luxe irons
$9.65
DOMINION irons
$6.95
SAMSON FOLDAWAY travel iron
$5.45
OSTORIA electric iron, with temperature guage $3.95

BO.

1
A NEW
PRODUCT
for WALLS, WOODWORK
FURNITURE, MACHINERY,
TOYS
is now available to
use at home! It's a.
new Post-war
development!

ClearasaBell

'
:;t pagErT4

The new PYREX
NURSING BOTTLE SET
(WITH NIPPLES)

$2.00
$2.25
$2.50

Sonor

)'

50

:4,,‘

18 Beautiful Colors
(

Bed Lamp Radio

Plicote Color Finish withstands :repeated
scrubbing ... and hard usage.y
.ill not chip$
crack or peel from ordinary TaveallResists'
boiling water, heat, fruit juicesataiest-akot
burns,'scratches and abT
raslons. Its high, mirror-like •
finish and attractive tolors are
Ideal for Bathrooms Kitcheps

i

'A powerful easy-to-tuneradio,--a
• scientifically-designed no glare readi ing light-both in one;and backed,
Oy Sonora's reputationiforeClearrin Ivory or Walnut Plosik)
•
As A Bell',tone-famous
for 34 years. Compact,easy to
liattach, no aerial
or ground needed. Come in and see
Sonora's N ightingale-the sinartest bedtime story ever told.
_
.

95

\
MODEL

LOW-PRICED TABLE
.111cideU00. Tops in small set performance
you an Ater the difference, yon can'on tbas difference. Compare it with sets ,
*
tiling for ilatif.)
in.
ivory. m iy )41.95. U1
_, 9
95
W004WIAT

'

_and Furniture.
_

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••NNIPOINP•••••••••N•••NeNN••••••••••••••••••••
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Wallace McCollum To
Appear In Style Show ,

OUTSTANDDiG STUDENT

'

The AX/oman's Page

Wallace G. M7Collu.m, son of Mrs.
C. C. McCollum, 803 Walnut street
will represent Kappa Sigma social
ELIZABKIIII WITTY, Editor,
PHONE 926
fraternity in the contest at the
University of Kentucky to select
the "best dressed," in the third
Cardwell, George A. Carter. S. L.
annual Sigma Chi style show on Mary Homra Entertains
Carver, John Moore, Eph Daws, Althe UK campus this week.
bert Kupfer, Robert Polsgrove, LuEvening Club
These students, representing cam- Thursday
cian Wilkins, Ralph Winstead, J. H.
pus fraternities, sororities, and inMiss Mary Homra entertained Alfred, 011ie Walker, Roy McCleldependent organizations, will com- the Thursday evening bridge club lan, Louise Bard, John E. Lancaster,
pete for the titles of "Best Dressed• at her home on Norman street, and daughter, Mary, S. L. Brown,
Man" and "Best Dressed Waman April 15.
Carroll Johnson, Claude Shelby,
on the campus.
Mrs. James Cullom of Jackson, W. E. Mischke, Ann W. Hornbeak,
Two
nationally-known .fashion Tenn., and Miss Adele Hamra were Joe Trims, Joe Mullins, Glynn Bard.
editors, Miss Eloise Ray, regional guests to the- club.
C. P. Bowles,.tora Aldrich and
director of Charrn magazine, and
Three tables were arranged for Mrs. Joe Armbruster of Ft. Knox.
Leonard A. Rothberger. apparel ed.. contract, After several progressions Ky.
itor of varsity magazine, will serve Miss Martha Moore was awarded
as -judges for the event. Candi- high club prize and Mrs. Cullom redates will wear informal everting ceived low.
Mrs. Alexander Hostess
clothes and will be judged on the, At the close of the games the
Sunday School Class
To
aPpropriateness of apparel worn, hostess served refreshments.
styling, and timeliness'of fashion.
Members playing were Misses ' Mrs. B. B. Alexander was hostess
Martha Strayhorn, Fulton. has
Martha Moore. Nell Warren. Ann Monday afternoon to the Sarah Dean been selected as one of the outGodfrey, Mrs-. J. L. Jones, Jr., Mrs. Class of the First Christian chUrcn standing seniors in the field of
Joe Treas. Mrs. Morgan, Jr., Mrs.•,at her home on Walnut street.
PERSONALS
journalism at Murray State college.
Clyde Hill, Jr.,- Mrs; Fred Hamra, I The meeting was opened with a
Strayharn"sritaff artist for
Dr. R. V. Putnam has returned Mrs. Ralph Cantrell and Mrs. Stan- prayed by Mrs. Gordon Baird. Mrs. Miss
the College News, official newspapfrom Charlotte, N. C., where he at- ley Jones.
over
presided
Baird, the chairman,
er of the school.
tended the Southeastern Congress
the business session.
Miss Strayhorn was managing edOptometry.
Mrs.
Ira
chairman,
program
The
Marjorie Sherwood To Wed Little, gave an interesting story of itor of the callege paper during 1945
and little daughter of Mayfield Raymond Bowles Saturday the "Famous Mothers of theiBible," and 1946. She has worked with the
epent the' week end with his parMrs. Harry Murphy tip the Weakley Cognty Press in Martin,
Mr. and Mrs. George Sherwood and of the "Mary's of the Bible" the Fulton Daily Leader, and the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Lock.
story
of Middlesborough. Yorkshire, EngDuring the social hour the host- Daily Press-Times, Newport News,
Mr. and Mrs. George Prichard land, announ.ce the engagement ess served refreshments.
Va.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy GIldwell of and approachment .marriage of their
She is an English major and will
Murray, Ky., spent the weekend daughter, Marjorie, to Raymond
graduate in June.
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Willia.m Bowles, son of Mr. and Drama Department Has
Gohlson.
Mrs. 0. R. Bowles of Fulton.
Mrs. Mary Hughes Watson of
The wedding will be solemnized Last Meeting Of Year
Benton, Ill., spent the weekend with
Saturday April 24 at the First
Advertising pays in the News!
The Drama and Literature De- her mother, Mrs. Malcolm ChamMethodist church.
Partment of the Woman's Club held bers on Eddings street.
Miss Sherwood served iir the its last meeting of the year TuesWoman's Auxiliary Air Force in day evening at the club home with
Mrs. Charlotte Smith is visiting
England -for three years:
26 members present. Mrs. E. D. her mother, Mrs. Hattie Combs and
Mr. Bowles served 27 months as Keiser was a guest to the club.
her sister. Mrs. Henry Barnett in
a technical sergeant and spent 22
Mrs. W. L. Durbin, chairman. Dallas, Texas.
months of the time .in England and presided over the business session
Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams. Jr.,
Mrs. Paul Boyd gave the sw..-retary's
FULTON, KY.
report and Mrs. Russell Rudd gave have returned frtfin a visit to his
the treasUrer's report. During the sister, Mrs. Robert Koelfing and
Tea Given Thursday For session
it n-as voted to continue to Mr. Koelling in Chicago.
TODAY and TOMORROW
Miss Marjorie Sherwood hav,e the meetings at night. The
sc-nrsvr.—
Miss Charlene Sandford of Murcommittee elected the
Double Feature
Miss IVIrjorie Sherwood of Aids nomiqatmg
ray
State
Catlege,i-Murray
spent
year
new
for
the
officers
11
Wing
PEGGY ANN GARDNER
'
dlesborough. Yorkshire, Ezigland., f
Nirs. Ceirtis Hancock, trensurer. and th.? week end with her parents, Mr.
in
bCde-,..lect of 'Raytnpnd
Weaks, program chair- 'ind Mrs. R. E. Sandford.
Bowles of Fulton. was honored with Mrs. Louis
--ui
a beautifully planned tea Thurs- man. .5.
John Austin a student of Murray
serve as chairman and secreday' afternoon by Mrs. O. R. Bowles will
College snent the week end with his •
tary another year.
at her home on Fourth street.
Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Jr., v,•as parents. Mr. and Mrs. Allen AustM
The rooms were attractively deg•
in
Eddinge streett.e.
c
wated with arrangements of spring p.ogram
interesting review
an
she
gave
and
.
note
to
flowers adding a colorful
plus
Mr. and `Mrs. Jerry Jones and
of "Mrs. Blanton Builds a Dream
h
RICHARD DENNING
story daughter Susan of Murray spent the
wore a trousseau House,' by Erick Hodgins. The Mr. weekend with their 'parents, Mr.
honoree
The
SHELIA RYAN
Life magazine 'and
model of pink and blue with pink appeared in
Hodgins is in Hollywood supervis- and Mrs. Sam Jones and Mr. and
in
carnations in her 'hair.
Mrs. B. B. Alexander.
Mrs. Glynn Bard presided at the ing the picture.
During the social hour the hostregister and was attired in a spring
Mr. and Mrs. Regnald Johnson
L. Maddox, Russ
model of grey crepe with pink car- esses, Mesdames C.
Anderson, Paul Westpheling, Ern- and son, Jack, of Memphis have
Added Cartoon
nations in her hair.
returned
home after spending the
Gossum. and
The guests were greeted by mrs. est McCollum. Felix
Durbin, served a sandwich weekend with her mother, Mrs, J.L.
crepetW.
L.
who
wore
a
black
Bowles
TUE.
SUN. - MON. Buckingharn. They were accomdress with sequin trim and a cor I plate.
panied home by Mrs. Buckingham
carnations.
sage
of
red
who visit them for several vreeks.
-"AWIPIMIO,AIMPIr
.
111.11.101,010
"
;0
The prettily appointed tea table
draped
with
a
silver
baswas lace
1
ii048d
ket of tulips anti bridal wreath on
1111411Nk
a mirrored plaque. The buffet was
Centered with a crystal basket of , Mrs. Pauline Genung of Chicago.
purple iris and bridal wreath flank- iS visiting her mother, Mrs. H. L.
`-'d with white candles in crystal Williams on Eddings street.
holders.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Laurence of
Mrs. Joe Mullins poured tea and
Sunday v.ith
:Mrs. Clyde Bowles served. Mrs. Water Valley spe
s. Paul Ghalson
Mullins wore a spring model of blue i their daughter,
on Walnut street.
with a corsage of pink carnations.' and Mr. Gohls
Mrs. Bowles wore grey and a corsage of pink .carnations.
I Lowell Williams of Greenwood.
WED. - THUR. APRIL 28 - 29
Guests attending were Mesdames fMiss., spent the weekend v.dth his
C. A. Boyd. Sr., C. A. Boyd, Jr.,' wife and parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Pond, John Henson, S. E. Claude Williams.
f:RROL FLYNN
Jack Speight.
Jake
BARBARA STANWYCK Campbell,
in
•

_ LTEIN
IFu

THUNDER IN THE
VALLEY

Miss Mary Losuse Simons has
HELLO WORLD
returned to Murray College after
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Griffin;
spending her spring vacation , with Martin,. announce the birth of nine
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mel Si- pound
five ounce son, Kenneth
mons In Highlands.
Waye, born April 17 at the Fulton
Hospital.
Fred Campbell has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Buckelew
Murray College after a visit with
her mother, Mrs. Sam Campbell on announce the birth of a five pound
14 ounce daughter, Donna, born
Eddings street.
• April 16 at Haws Memorial hosMr. and Mrs. William B. Todd of pital.
California, Mo., spent last ThursNIr. and Mrs. Fred Jones, Dukeday with his aunt, Mrs. Elizabeth
Osgood. This was Mr. Todd's first dom, are the parents of a ten pound
eight ounce son, Freddy Ray, born
visit- to Fulton in twenty years.
April 17 atHaws hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Powell Kendall, are
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boaz and son,
Bobby, Mr. and Mrs. J.Vren Coulter the Parents of a six pound 10 ounce
born April 15 at the Fuldaughter
and Mrs. Elizabeth Osgood spent
ton hospital.
Sunday at Kentucky Lake,
—
—

O.K. LAUNDRY

get

No Shrinkage, Hemlines Or Lasses

And Now We Guarantee
.Longer Garmerit Life!
We no•.. Iltie the nen est daft in washing y our laundry
Three years spent in getting' t
equipment installed and
operating on all washers, except for overalls.
This new s.ervice costs more for us to operate, but ne
have not increased the cost to our customers.
Only a few laundries In the U. S. are using this new Ith ash ing nrocess.
Bring your new shirt to us—we yy
date them for you free
of charge the day you b'uy them so you can check on the longer
life our new ashing process gives.

•

We Guarantee All Four

Tciwn Topics

CRY WOLF
'

Added — March of Time—
. , Fox News

Fi

TELEPHONE 130

CAGED FURY

NOW THE INGEST
111111 TRUCKS ON EARTH

. TaA,4
till
q
,

01

Seri. -I NG JOS anown.
ammo Vehicle Weight Nara. 21,300

KEEP FUN GOING
PAUSE FOR COKE

ORPHEUM
FULTON, KY.
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TONIGHT and TOMORROW
EDDIE DEAN
SHIRLEY PATTERSON
in

BIGGER BY 43% OR

MniA ..411111
wri
'.,:honampwr
"
. 101e•-

STARS OVER TEXAS

Ccme In and [(trim about the biggest
tre•-_,ts that ever rc lied over our doorstep!

Serial and Comedy
SUN. - MON.

FORD V4 BIG JOBS

JOAN FONTAINE
PATRIC KNOWLES
.in

Brand NEW for '48

IVY

The bigger your load, the better we like it!
And why not? We've got two brand new Bonus
kuilf. BIG JOBS . . . biggest Ford Trucks
lower built . . . to handle the situation. The
Series F-7 BIG JOB is rated at 19,000 lbs.
G.V.W.;Series F-8 at 21,500 lbs. G.V.W. Come
in and find out about these Titans of Truckdoml
Price them for the surprise of your truck life
Learn shoat the full line of over 139-new Ford
popu{s 'Buell Trucks for '48, with new engines,
new cabs, new features throughout.

Comedy—"Smooth Sailing"
TUE. - WED. - THUR.
Double Feature
ELSIE KNOX
111ARIE WILSON
in

LINDA BE GOOD
plus
CHRISTINE CRAIG
in '

THE PRETENDER

*WNW: "Ikasailaise Ore
NOstly

eddlile. to what in mod of

MORE!

Ford BIG JOBS for
'48 are the
Trucks ever built. How
biggest Ford
much
illustrated in the following bigger they ore is
comparison
biggest 1947 Ford Truck.
with the

43% MORE RATED
CAPACITY!
F-8 BIG JOB G.V.W.
rating is

21,500 lbs., versus
15,000 lbs. for previous
biggest ... 19,000
for F-7.
lbs.

45% MORE

HORSEPOWER!
The 337 cu. in. BIG
145 h.p. compared to JOB V-8 engine develops
100 h.p. for
Ford Truck engine.
previous biggest
54% MORE SPRING

CAPACITY!
F-8 BIG JOB rear
spring capacity at
flection is 8,700 lbs.
normal deper spring.
5,650 lbs.; F-7 capacity
Previous high,
is 7,800 lbs.
60% MORE BRAKE
LINING ARIA!
Total lining area on
F-8 NG JOB

is 485
so:smashed to 303 sq. M.
on biggest '47 sg. 1st.
brakes.
* * *
Your Ford Dealer implies yeti to
to the Fred
Allen
Sunday Eyenrngs listen
Show.
hasten tit the Ford Theater.—NBC network
network. See your newspanfrSunday Afternoons-NBC
for time and atahon

-1.4`
,
.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORtTY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.. INC.
Carne-Corh• CallePhmT

' 'soli
%LOOK

wittimm.

Huddleston Motor Company
Mayfield Highway

Phone 42

Fulton
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